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SLUG is published by the 1st of each month. 
The writlng 1s contrbuted by free-lance writ- 
ers. The wr~ting IS the opinion of the wrlters 
and is not necessarily that of the people who 
put l together. The toplcs ~nciuded are also 
contributed. If you don't agree w~th what IS 

said, or you feel someth~ng 1s rnlsslng, then 
you should do something about rt WRITE All 
submissions must be rece~ved no later than 
the 2Mh of the month. We try not to edit any 
of the wrllng that is sent We ask you keep 
your writing direcl and to the polnt, thus leav- 
ing more room lor other wrctets We thank 
everyone for the continued support 

Thank you 
SLUG STAFF 

21 20 So. 71" ' 
Suite H--200 

S.L.C., UT 8 

D e a r  D 

spa  
h i s  Xer 

Dear Dickheads, f o ~  your closed little mi&& - 

H e y  Scot t ,  I'd l i k e  t o  O n e  l a s t  s u g g e s t i ~ n  
start off with stating a  sim- Scott, that  might help, pull - 
ple fact, we  a t  Media Play your  head out  of your anal- . 
d e a l  d i r e c t l y  w i t h  re ten t ive  a s s  because  i t  i s  
H a p p y v i l l e .  S e c o n d ,  just  o b v i o s l y  c u t t i n g  off t h e  
b e c a u s e  I'm n o t  f u c k i n g  oxygen to your  brain. 
coo l  e n o u g h  t o  w o r k  in T, a t  me'dia play . 
your pansy ass  retro disco, , 

D e p e c h e  M o d e  b o y  s to re ,  p.s. What you are  failing t o  3. 
doesn ' t  g ive  you t h e  r ight  s e e  i s  w h a t ' s  i m p o r t a n t .  ~ u :  You're right tough gA* 
to  s l u m p  me in your  fuck-  And what's important is t h e  w e  don't 
lng genre. music, a n d  that  i s  t h e  bot- 

Did  y o u  e v e r  s t o p  t o  tom line! 
think, "hey, maybe a  large N EWb c o m p a n y  l i k e  Media  P lay  Ed: Couldn't you make 
h a s  t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  t a k e  a  p o i n t  w i t h o u t  a t t a c k i n &  ,...'.. 
band  nat ional .  That  would ~ r o t t  on a personal  level^ '2 F R 0 M 
be pretty cool to take a  local Guess not.  Well,  he happens 
on  a n a t ~ o n a l  scale". Duh! t o  be a v e r y  cool  guy  w h o  
O h  m a y b e  t h a t  i s  a  l ~ t t l e  does ALOT for local music, 
a b o v e  y o u r  r a n g e  of com- regardless  of w h a t  t y p e  of 

break.) .- 3 
, A  s t u p i d  l e t t e r  a p p a r e n t l y  

But hey, what  can -you pissed ofF e n o u g h  people  
expect frcm "Reho Eigh t~es  t h a t  I s p o k e  w i t h ,  t h a t  if 
A n a l / N a s a l  Boy Wb'nder. t h e y  a l l  w r o t e  i n  y o u  
Why don' t  you crawl back obviosly have been flooded, 
In t h e  h o l e  y o u  s l ~ t h e r e d  and the only response I per- 
o u t  o f ,  w i t h  y o u r  l imi ted  s o n a l l y  h a v e  i s - s h o u l d  a  
edi t ion Depeche Mode sin- local act worry where there 
g lcs  and  y o u r  Psychedelic C .D.  i s  se l l ing  s o  l o n g  a s  
Furs T-shirt, and stay there. it's selling. I wouldn't! 
Because obviously the light Joshua L.  Anderson 
of the  nineties is too much 

PLANET 
SLUG 

P r i v a t e  Eze .  Vibes 95' 
The P.E. staff hgres  to  pre- 
tend they  @are' a b o u t  local 
musicians, a n d  t h e n  s lams 
SLUG a b o u t  w r i t i n g  u p  
local bands. What  have you 
EVER d o n e  for  local bands, 
exc&pt take their  money for 
listing them in you? annuar '  
m u s i c  i s s u e ?  E v e r  seen a  
local  b a n d ,  b e s i d e s  a t  t h e  
P o r t  0' C a l l ?  E v e r  spon-  
sored ANYTHING for lqcr?l . 
m u s i c ?  T h a t ' s  r igh t ,  you 
s c r e w e d  u s  a t  l a s t  years  
A l t e r n a t i v e  A r t s  Fest, cuz 
y a u  h a d  t o  h a v e  exclusive 
r ights  t o  advertise, then you 
never  d i d .  Leaving us, and 
e v e r y  l o c a l  b a n d  tha t  
p l a y e d ,  h o l d i n g  t h e  bal l .  
I n c l u d i n g  Al  Grossi ,  gu i -  

WRITERS 
NOTICE: 

All writing must come in 
typed, or on a  3.5 disc (IBM 
or Apple). If you are one of 
the many writers out there 
who haven't sent  it in 
yet ... what's the problem? See 
the way it works is, you send 
it in ... we print it. We c a n  
always use  opinionated 
columns, short stories or 
whatever strikes your interest. 

-- 

kind? Shitty Flyers? I 
Done Rieht ( 
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SIR KNOBBIE HASSLE & ALL SOULS 
AND THE SWAMP DOGGIES AVENUE 

- for more info cal7801) 325-496 1 1 

7 Song Digalog Debut Cassette on 
To order, send $5.00 check or nioney order to: 

Michele Marra 
74 New St. 
Nutle~. NJ 071 10-1602 Write for FREE catalog!!! I 

tarist for House of Cards, who you put  on  the cover as your 
'Super Group' guitar player, yet you haven't reviewed their 
CD yet, have you? We did it 5 months ago. Have you even 
l is tened t o  it? You fucking HYPOCRITS! The least you 
could do, is spell the name of your  mag properly ... Private 
Eye WEAKLY. 

Alex Boynton asked us to retract the statement that he is 
involved in any new 'magazine' for fun o r  profit. Consider 
i retracted. He is, however, involved in pouring me many 

s ty  beers  over  conversation of Sou lha t  a n d  the C.I.A. k wn at the Ashbury Pub. 
Ad News article on local publishers. Not exactly what I 

said, but I won't bitch because Elizabeth was really cool. I 
did not create SLUG however, J R  d id .  It i s  all  his fault, not 
mine. 

Many Thanks to all participants in SLUG Bowl 2. William 
'Mr.200' Athey,  and  k ids ,  The  Floyds,  Burts ,  ALL the  
bands, ALL the writers, Julie, Deisel, and the other mem- 
bers of team SLUG ...J R, Maile, and Crystal. We sucked, but 
we looked good . 

SLUG ... a s  of the  March issue we  a re  now distr ibuted 
National ly.  That 's r igh t  kids,  people  al l  over  America 
aren't reading your letters either. We hope to keep growing 
and  ge t t ing  bet ter ,  whi le  main ta in ing  a local format. I 
know we have the bes t  writers, a r t  des igners  and  proof 
reader in the state, I just hope the readers are still making 
fun of it, I know I am. 

In closing, a big 'fuck you' t o  the  hypocrit dead- 
heads that  left a ton of garbage outside the Delta Center, 
I'm su r e  Jerry would have been very proud. Oh well, I'm 
wasting precious spotfqd ow) ink ... 

BUY 
IN-HOUSE 

' We Will Pay C, ,,, 
For ~ i n t a a e  Guitars   id 

AMP EPAI~SQY JOHN BARLOW 
$ 

B  ours: 
Mon thru Fri: lOam6pm Saturdays: 1 lam - 6pm 

645 S@ith 300 West 
(801) 322-4100 
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subscribe To SLUG 
and Recieve a 

FREE EGO TRlPP CD 
from T.O.N. Records 

SEND $ 1  5 FOR ONE YEAR 
SUBSCRIPTIOH ( 12 ISSUES) TO : 

SLUG Subscriptibns 
21 20 So. 700 Ea., H-200 

Salt Lake City, UT 84106 ' 

O.J. I 

Like O.J., kids too .need 
extra fun stuff to read, thats 
why we created B-Lame. It's 
full of fun stuff about B-movies, . ' 

and various other pointless fun 
subiects.lt's for you and about I I 

by J.T. 6 
The Fatntan 

you we understand your 

mSlamming You, 
the World, Every 

Half Houryy 
... Phillip Rowe, a British man whose wife was 

infatuated with singer Michael Bolton, strangled 
her to death after being told "You'll never be half 
the man he  is" A little harsh, but Bolton & a 
weeny. 0 Idalis, MTV VJ-breast implant model, 
what's with the accent more phony than your 
tits? I'm black, I'm white, I'm from Brooklyn, I'm 
from Kansas. Bring back Martha. Just in case 
you didn't know, MTV(which usually stands for 
My Telvision Vomits) DID NOT create The Maxx, 
Sam Kieth did, and it is a very cool comic book, 
besides being the only good thing on MTV. * * *  
Whoever that  chick is  tha t  s ings "Mr. 
Personality" and "Short Man" needs to take a 
serious look in the mirror. You can't dance, sing 
or write, and you might want to start dieting 
before you make fun of any more ex-boyfriends. 

Due to SLUG going Nationwide last month, 
several collect phone calls from all over the coun- 
try from a Mr. Clyde Burnee. There can be only 
one! And we HATE him. Eddie VanHalen 
got arrested last month for carrying a loaded 
9mm Barretta handgun on to a commercial air- 
line. Ed claims he forgot he wasn't on a private 
jet. Hmm, he stopped drinking and got a shitty 
haircut, now he's packin heat. Coincidence? I 
think not. Local record store clerks in a heat- 
ed battle over where to take local music ...y ou 
girls should take a valium. Local bands, do some- 
thing with a REAL local label. VOODOO Dog 
Records. Ask for Dan @ 467-7479. He's cool, and 
he'll tell you that you're cool too **  Mr. I Love 
Salt Lake, Ian Astbury of The Cult, tells SLUG 
what a cool city it is, and then later at the Dead 
Goat, gives a Dead Goat tee shirt (a gift) back, 
saying he would never support this place cuz he 
hates it. All because nobody kissed his ass while 
he was there. **  The Grid ... ha ha ha ha ha ha ha 
ha ha heh heh ha ha ha ha ha ha ha hee hee hee 
ho ho ho ho ho hee ho ho hee hee ho ho ha ha ha 
ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha hah. 

'MTV Inside Unplugged' with Courtney 
Love's Hole, isn't your real name Mary Jo 
Blahsville? She destroys "Hungry Like the Wolf" 
(a bad song to start with) and then destroys gui- 
tars onstage.Wow, you're so punk. Hire all the 
cello players in the world, sweety, and you still 
are a no talent marketing scam. Gee, a bunch of 
people who can't play amplified, so strap on a 
box and run a bunch of effects and have a drum- 
mer with a 23 piece set playing louder than any- 
one on  stage. How alternative,  man. * * *  
Madonna the Marilyg Monroe of the go's? No, J 
don't think so. She's rich. Cawt she get that spact 
between her teeth fjxed? Can't she think of any 
thing else but sex? Won't any more ugly sport! 
stars sleep with her? Isn't the difference betweer 
Madonna and Marilyn, the same difference thai 
exists between champagne and cat urine? 



L I SEE'YA POSERS I 
Well the day has come that I can finally rid 

myself of this monkey on back. Most of you prob- 
ably don't read the credits in the front of the 
magazine but if you did you will notice that my 
name is no longer listed. 

My name is JR Ruppel and I have been 
putting this shit rag together. I am not any more.^ 
There is a lot of political mumbo jumbo and coor-' 
porate takeover bullshit and all I got out of it was 

down, playing music for poontang, moniy, or 
fame. 

Budweiser is the King Of Beers! 

Well 4'm off. I will be spending my time in 
the garage. Me & Stimboy are going to build a 
hotrod and race out at Bonneville. Come see us 
race. Our car will be the '71 Chevy Nova with 
SLAYER airbrushed on the side of it. 

-Good Riddance fuckers 
J.R. Ruppel 

the satisfaction qf knowing I did a good job, a 
portable stereo and a copy of J Binders CD. 

I would like to say I will miss all of you but 
to be quite honest I have had up to my neck with 
you sniveling little posers. ~es ides  you can hear 
Flaming Lips on the top forty radio stations, local 
music on X96, and go to a "alternative show" 
without a "cool" t-shirt on get called a poser. Go 
figure. 

I will still be helping Gianni put this crap 
together because he is computer illiterate and I 
wiil make sure that your ads and stories still look 
good. However, if you see me in a bar now and 
you want to make some ridiculous comment 
about SLUG to me--don't bother I have nothing 
to do with it. If you play in a band and you want 
to get publicity, don't talk to me about it. If you 
don't like what SLUG has to say, don't read it ... I 
don't. Pick up a copy of GRID and see how they 
inform you. 

If you are one of those many assholes who 
have come up to me and said, "I don't like your 
opinions in SLUG." I don't put opinions in SLUG, 
nor have I, that is your job, I started this for you 
pathetic losers. I did this as a hobby to promote k y own ventures, now SLUG is a business, and I 

hate business. I would rather spend money on a 
paper than make money on it. It takes away from 
the integrity of the paper. Not that I feel the 
paper will not survive just fine without me. That 
is up to the community to keep it good. If you 
lazy fuckers don't do anything about it it is your 
fault. It is out of my hands. 

If you want my opinions here they are 
Someone should push Robert Smith (The 

Cure) off one of those cliffs in his videos. He is 
boring and he is drowning in his own pool of 
misery and mediocracy. 

Salt Lake will never be Seattle because it is 
Salt Lake. Everyone here has been copying Seattle 
for the last 5 years and it's still Salt Lake. 

Being an a major label is not selling out. 
Selling a zillion albums is not selling out. Being 
on MTV is not selling out. Selling out is bowing 

) The death of "alternative" appears on the shores of the lake and 
a free show for all X-96 listeners, or at least all those lucky enough to 
win tickets. "Alternative" radio is scrambling to fill airtime with new 
material at a time when a wealth is available, it just doesn't fit the 
narrow definition of "alternative." Duran Duran releases a terrible 
album, New Order recycles geir  greatest hits and ALL might creep 
onto a play list or two. Thank goodness for Filter, The Grid and the 
Rednex. At least now the programmers have a new KMFDM album 
to play too. 

Pigface, Cop Shoot Cop and Foetus are probably too extreme for 
radio. En Esche's solo work is too. KMFDM are on a cool record label 
and they like to sing about themselves a lot so even though they are 
extreme audience demand makes them acceptable. They married hip 
hop to industrial in 1989. Heavy metal was always present as was the 
"dance" beat. Found sounds, samples, female gospel vocals etc fill 
out their latest release NIHL. One of the saviours for the "alterna- 
tive" format will bury the term once and for all on May 10. Now 
what are they going to call it? 

song\ of late, dktruction ,ind other byntlietic ddt~sic?ns 
of the Electric Hca&&$ + 

2 

Tickets Available at ail Smith'sTix Outlets, 
by phone 467-TIXX, 1-800488-TIXX. 
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G: What is it like working with Jim Mankey 
(who myself and others feel is one of the best 

with Jehnette Hapelitane 
tume, and drove around sort of as a live theater, JN: He does sOmetimes~ but not 

putting a nun in different situations. We went he's got his long and aeepy and he 
"it  is cmkk f l ~ ,  trrc! ends ~f are n d y  t&f into a bar for a martini, we went 50 the news looks  ath her varnpiric. We're working together 

-from 'Tommorrow Wendy' stand and looked through porno. Everything with some old fiends of ours in "Los Illegals" 
Concrete Blonde. Bloodlening became very funny when a nun was doing it, 

Johnette Napolitano has tied two ends of time and her boyfriend 
rather nicely, and is stringing up for more. As the and she had just had a brea 
ex singer/bassist/songwriter for Concrete Blonde, and she used to be a nun, a 
she captured the hearts and minds of many free really stra,,ge to find this 
thinking people, who were moved in some way nun wing in the bushes. I 
by the band, the lyrics, the exquisite playing of guess I,ve always had this 
Jim Mankey (Concrete Blonde guitarist) or some fascination with nuns, 
small thing that stuck in their heads. For me, it because their whole life 
was all of the above and much more. That is why revolves around study 

for not getting a chance to talk to Holly Vincent. grandfather came 
her partner in crime in their new band Vowel here, they were 
Movement. That would have been too much for befriended by a 
me in one day though. Holly is equally as impor- Lutheran minister 

Concrete Blonde 
JN: I'm calling for Gianni 
G: That would be me JN: The last one, JN: Gianni Dego, that's great. ~ c & a l l ~  my name Mexican Moon. Tha 
in Italian is Giavanna 

there wouldn't be an interview at all one, and I think that 



-- 

what Led Zeppelin is to Beavis and Butthead, and it was a real bitch to 
record, but it's such a cruiser song that I remember from growing up in 
the summer in LaPuente 
G: Who did you listen to when you were growing up? 
JN. My Mom listened to alot of 
Johnny Cash, and my Dad was really 
into the Rat Pack, Dean Martin and 
Sinatra. all that fifties stuff. 'Folsom 
Prison' was in heavy rotation in our 
house. Then I saw the Beatles on Ed 

I 
Sullivan, my parents woke me up for 
it, and told me to watch it, asked me 
what I thought of these boys with 
long hair 
G: That was the first show I ever 
remember seeing on TV 
JN: I wonder what the stars were 
like on that day, cuz that was a prel 
heavy day. it changed everything fc 
us. My Dad was very into the 50's 
Italian thing, I remember him driving I 
us to school when Hendrix died and he i,.., , ,, .,, ,.,., -.., . ,, 
see what drugs do" he was very against any rock and roll. Then as I grew 
up I did the whole black light poster mck thing with Zeppelin and the 
Doors. If I never hear Zeppelin again it'll be too soon. Then I got pretty 
seriously into the glam thing with Bowie, Queen 1 & 2, and T.Rex, and I 
still really like The Cure, I just love the sound of there records. World 
Party, I like, and Bjork There's alot of stuffout there that's pretty good, 
but there's alot that isn't, and it's really hard to figure out what's hyped 
and what isn't 
G: Thqe is alot of crap out now, but there's some real cool stuff too 
JN: Right now I like what Epitaph has done. Those Bad Religion guys are 
old friends of mine, and I'm really proud of them. Punk. if it didn't h a p  
pen in the seventies, is now som&ing that's being emulated by the 
younger generation, which is very cool, but too me Brett at Bad Religion 
took it as far as it could go, which was infiltrating business, turning things 
upide down, at a different level. It was actually working within the sys- 
tem to change the system, and that will piss people off dot more than just 
having green hair. 
G: You are doing another record due out in July, is Vowel Movement 
going to continue as it is? 
JN: The next record is a band called Pretty & Twisted, with Mark 
Moreland from Wall of Voodoo, who I've wanted to work with for years, 
and he wrote some of the songs. I will probably start touring with that in 
the summer. Vowel Movement was an interim thing with me & Holly 
between our serious stuff that we do, and if something comes up that is 
fun, we'll do it. The whole point of the exercise was to be a freestyle, non 
serious thing 
G: Vowel Movement was not what I expected, butit was cool 
JN: We're just gonna see where it goes, we made a video that we shot 
ourselves, we hued Jane Simpson, who did alot of Concrete Blonde 
videos, she did 'Still in Hollywood', and that will be available. We'll just 
see what happens, we have alot of fun because we're both multi instru- 
mentalists, so we just set everything up in the studio and wqnder around 
playing whatever we feel like playing. 

Sometimes, particularly when you're writing, words fail you. 
Talkiig with Johnette was pretty special. She may not get the exposure 
that some other artists get, but I'm not sure that matters. She is one of the 
great talents of our limp. She is also one of the most genuine people I've 
ever talked to. She cares deeply about the things that are important to her, 
and that conviction comes through# every song she's ever done. Even ,. 
when she's just screwing around. She's a down to earth, all around cool 
person, who has concerns with what hapvPns to us as a people. That is a 
very rare thing to find in the music.industry. She really means the things 
she says. And she says them with the prettiest voice I've ever heard. 

- Giannl 
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~ o r j h o s e  wl :e not familiar with The Little'Prince , by Antoine 
de Saint Exupery, it 1s an enlightening book about a young prince, whpse, 
interplanetary journey leads him to a revelation. I$ discovers,"~hat'is 
essential is invisible to the eye.",as taught to him'by an insightful fox. 
During his journey, the prince encounters a tippler (alcoholic), a 
greedy man, and an arrogant man. Although he tries to relate to these 
characters, he must leave them behind in his search for integrity. 

Greed, self-importance, and alcoholism. Anyone associat- 
ed with the local music scene knows that these are the characteristics 
one must go up against every day. Just when it seems that "the three 
.evilsn will get you, the prince and the fox resurface to save the uni- 

verse. The prince and the fox have most recently been spotted in 
Salt Lake City as two members of the local band BLOODFISH. 

The BLOODFlSH encounter begins with Re+, the bass- 
(or tbe prince) who is appropriately nicknamed "Supernova"by the 
by biz Phair) Immediately upon learning that I was doing the write- 
me out on a "date". Being the kind of woman that does not like to 

rigued by his total lack of judgment, I could not wait to see what this 
ely, it consisted of the band's practice ( which therest of us call an inter- 
about himself. This was quite a let down after listening to the lyrics to 

"I have looked all over the place, andyou haye got my favorite face ... You fuck like a volcano 
. and you're everything to me" 
' J figured he woirkd at least put out, but no such luck. The date turned out to be nothing more than an ' :  

unfortunate distraction from his music. Giving Rez one last chance to save himself with me, he was asked if 
idn't really mean it as a date. I've never talked to a Black girl before, 

ing ..." BLOODFlSH has a running joke about never allowing Rez hear 
iece of tape over his mouth. 

Despite his lack of judgment, a closer look at Rez as a pepon and musieidn . e k e s  it 
impossible to hold it against him. Rez 

grew up in Philly, where he,ran with unsavory crowds. The kind that beat people up 
for superficial reasons. He nfade a decision to *. 

leave this lifestyle behind. His story is amazingly close to the " findmusic 
or die" story that is commonly told in the music industry. He 

came to Salt Lake with a nice little Mormon girl, but had noidea 
L. what he was getting into. Helost the girl and found BLOOD- 

e brothers to me." While he  seems arrogant at 
his confidence stems from a new found sense of 

Previously known as a womanizer, be made the 

,..v : 
'."... : ' ,  

he is consistently at least a beatbehind. - a .  
More practice and less distractions should definitely 
make him into a better player. His strength lies in his 
determination. If he doesn't get it the first time, he keeps 
plugging away. The fact that the band's peisonalities 
seem to compliment each other translate into their music, 

especially their lyrics. While Rez is definately naive, 



Uncle Shame offers a healthy contrast with the wisdom offered by 
his lyrics. Enter the fox. 

Uncle Shame is a veteran of the Salt Lake City music scene 
who started writing music at 16. His first attempt at punk rock 
was with Hate x 9 in 1988. After going on tour with two bands . 
crammed into one van, it all came to an epd when two passengers 
made a desperate escape very close to their destination. At the age 
of 29, it seems that BLOODFISH could be Shame's last great 
attempt at a band. "BLOODFISH was hatched as an antidote to 
Shame's alcoholism, but also as a salve to the world's insani ty..." 
For the lead singer of a band, a recovering alcoholic, and a talented 
poet, Shame is an amazingly mellow guy. (Strolling in to band 
practice an hour late, sipping a soda asif he hadn't a care in the 
world.) Apparently the role of savior takes much preparation. 
When he starts singing, it's obvious he has a lot on his mind. 
"Sometimes I wonder how much more I will take...the half of me 
that wants to take it all and throw me down.!' Trent Reznor, the 
late Curt Cobain, and Tom Waits are his major influences. His 
song "Get Rich" is a sad but inspiring song dedicated to Cobain, 
that discusses exploit tion and hopelessness. A reluctant inter- 
view, it is discovered that while pouring himself into his music, 
there is much more 
left unsaid, protected. He admits that the band does want to make 
it. 'We want to blow MTV to pieces. "They also want to make it 
to Letterman, where they will finally let Rez speak freely. Besides 
his musical talent, Shame is talented in graphic art and promotion. 
He is currently studying different vocal techniques and still seems 
to have untapped creative drive hidden in an undisclosed space in 
his soul. 

Nardo and Jeffo are the drummer and guitar player respective- 
ly. Although they haven't been assigned any cute character names, 
they have successfully avoided "the three evils" on their own. 
They are low profile members of the group, but are by no means 
being led. They are quiet and modest and let their music speak for 
them. There is not much to say about Nardo except that he is 
extremely talented. He is the kind of guy we all love. You know, 
the kind that only speaks when he has something to say. Other 
than that he is content to play. During practice it's sometimes hard 
to get him to stop playing when the other guys are trying to talk. 
For the interview, he considered staying behind his drums, but 
reluctantly worked his way over to join the conversation. I did 
notice that he positioned himself so he didn't have to fall victim to 
my searching eyes. A long time partner in crime to Shame, he also 
is a local music veteran. (33 and Hate x 9) He is originally from 
Orange County California, and he is influenced by Suicidal 
Tendencies, 3- 11, and Slayer. Jeffo has been playing guitar since 
he was 10, and it shows. He is amazingly fast and accurate, was a 
Kiss fan as a youngster, and enjoys Prong, Biohazard, and Propane 
presently. An 
"Orange County Suwivof', at 22, he began playing originals until 
a job moved him here in 1990. Jeffo played with Plug until Dec 
1993, and joined BLOODFISH in 1994. He changed their sound 
and lifted the censorship that 
had been forced upon them by former straight-edge members. 
BLOODFISH combines young, diverse music with the talent and 
anger most often found in grunge and thrash. Although they have 
lyrics worth hearing, they are almost impossible to understand on 
their tape. They were scheduled to appear at Earth Jam this year, 
which fell through letting down many fans and musicians. 

My favorite BLOODFISH tune is " The Color of the 
Underlie", written by Shame, which is an insightful commentary 
on superficiality. 

"...scared as the feelings inside.. we all hide from 
the color of the underlie ..." 

Shame adds, "We get too caught up in the differences, but 
we're all the same inside." Thank god for foxes. 
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familiar with Miserlou as Deadbolt are just a bad surf band. He was 
they are with actual punk present the last time Deadbolt played the 
rock vocals draw a Cinema Bar a\d I wasn't. On CD Deadbolt 
in this town? sounds like'iroodoobilly to me. Link Wray, 

surf and the hiddle Eastern influence are all 
questions than answers 

about this Agent Orange appearance it's d surf or slow motion psychobilly the 
because they appear to be touring on their drenched sounds of Deadbolt will fill 
own without a record company to promote theater on May 25. Deadbolt has 
the appearance. I know the band more from led a return engagement with the Salt 
old records than any new CD release any- ity audience at the Cinema Bar. They 

but I think he's dead. Song titles include; 
"Twang Zombie," "Mambo Room" and 
'The Meat." Critics don't like them much 
and the music they play is not fashionable. 

- Sounds like a couple of good reasons to go 
John Peccorelli, the famous Salt Lake see the self proclaimed "scariest band in the 

either been quiet for a number of years or 
I'm so clueless that I've missed anything 
recent. They will appear from their skate- 
rock hiding places on May 16 at the Bar & 
Grill. They had an official band skateboard 
available for sale in 1986. Since then skate- 
rock and the entire scene have undergone 
significant change. Are surf-twang, smart- 
metal or high energy still popular with 
skaters or boarders? Can a band that is as 
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ALL as a band has existed for ten years. Including 
Descendents' records the members of this band have about 14 
albums to t.heir credit. They've toured the U.S. and Europe constant- 
ly and they've managed to make a living with their music. The mem- 
bers of ALL haven't felt the need to hold day jobs. They recently 
released their first record on a major label and moved from Missouri 
to Colorado. Why the move and the signing to Interscope Records? 

Bill Stevenson: "Yeii, we switched record labels about six 
months ago. That comes down to the business end of it. It doesn't 
have anything to do with our music. We switched to Interscope from 
Cruz and they are going to put quite a bit of promotional muscle 
behind the band which I think the band deserves and needs at this 
point. In a certain sense I think that we can hardly survive without 
such muscle because.. . I don? know how much you listen to music 
around, radio and such, but it's really not enough these days to be 
just good old ALL. As you know there's about ten bands right now 
that sound just like us. There's four of them in the charts right now. 
Nobody really gives a fuck about ALL. It's not enough anymore. 
Everyone's ripping us off totally. We're older and we're ugly and a 
lot of these bands are good looking. We're going to get buried alive 
by these imitators unless we take aggressive action which is basically 
what we are doing. I was perfectly content all during the '80s just 
renting VFW halls, we'd play and a hundred people would come. 
That was fine, I enjoyed that and that was some of my funnest times. 
That's not what's going on now. The corporations havebasically 
bought our music out from under us via these second generation 
bands. We're just doing what we need to do to survive it. 

SLUG: "Why the move from Missouri to Colorado. Bill 
Stevenson: We're from LA originally, we spent four years in 
Missouri, in the middle of nowhere because we wanted to get out of 
LA. We ended up here (Colorado) ... it% like momma bear/poppa 
bear. LA. was too big, Bmkfield was too small and Fort Cpllins is, 

just right. We could have just as well moved to Salt Lake or 
Albuquerque or Austin. We wanted just a small sized city. You 
know what I mean. 

SLUG: "Do you still live together in the same house? Bill 
Stevenson: "We've been living together since 1985. Now we each 
have an apartment, none of us own houses, but we have places 
where we live. We spent all our money on our recording studio." 
The new album, Pummel, was recorded at The Blasting Room, ALL'S 
studio in Fort Collins and mixed at Ardent Recording in Memphis, 
Tennessee. Pummel has already surpassed every previous ALL 
recording in terms of numbers sold. For the vinyl hounds Stevenson 
reports that he thinks there is an actual record available, but he 
doesn't pay much attention to formats. Bill Stevenson: "I think for- 
mat is a useless thing. Everyone's all anal about it, but then they'll 
stick whatever cassette they have in their car and that's how they lis- 
ten to shit 90% of the time. What's the logic behind that?" 

SLUG. "Is your song 'Uncle Critic" directed to a specific 
critic?" Bill Stevenson: "Not really. That's just us taking stabs at, in 
that song's case, journalists. We always take stabs at everybody. I've 
never subscribed to the whole politeness contest thing as far as life 
goes. I'm not really interested in being polite. If somebody hates my 
guts that's fine. I was just telling critics to fuck off - putting them 
down for what they do the same way they do with us or other 
bands. They don't have to take any heat. They just dish out shit all 
the time and they never take any of it back." 

The last question I asked Bill concerned the violence 
exhibited at several of the recent all-ages shows in town. I'll open 
myself up for critical mail on this one, but I was at many of the 
early punk rock shows held in Salt Lake City. With the exception 
of the Spittin' Teeth show at the Railroad Exchange (or was it the 
old Sun Tavern?) whek a stabbing occurred the level of violence 
in the early '80s didn't seem as severe as what I see now. 
Stevenson straightens my thinking out on the subject. 



Commenting on the stabbing at the Fairgrounds Face To Face 
show Stevenson said, "Oh Wow! The irony there is pretty thick 
because why did Dude have a beer bottle if he didn't like Buddy 
taking drugs. What's up with that?" 

Continuing to comment on violence at shows, "I don't 
think it could possibly compare to what was going on in LA in 
1981. Not to shrug it off, but I've been beaten up at so many 
shows that I don't even think about it. It would take a really 
incrediblyviolent thing for me to react to it. I'm not as offended 
by all that as I suppose I should be in an ideal world - in terms of 
me winning the Mr. PC award. I say fuck it. They're teenagers 
and they have to kick butt. Half of them aren't getting laid and 
they're just all frustrated. That's kinda what they have to do for a 
$w years. If they're doing it at Motorhead, or at Pearl Garden or 
at Descendents clone band # 7 or whatever it is that they're 
doing, it's OK. They have to do that for a couple of years. 

The last thing we talked about was how Karl Alvarez 
and Stephen Egerton joined up with Stevenson. His versien of 
the story is good, but later I talked to Karl. Karl seemed a little 
bored by the topic. After ALL it happened a long time ago. 

Karl Alvarez on ALL'S "Utah connection." "The 
Massacre Guys existed in the early '80s doing a lot of parties, a 
lot of shows. Whatever. Then at a certain point they were kind of 
on hold. I was singing with the Bad Yodelers, Stephen was living 
in DC., (Stevenson told me he was studying classical guitar - 
SLUG)I was touring with a band I was playing with in town 
called Pravda that never really did anything. We played Boise, 
Idaho two nights in a row. Bill gave some people we were stay- 
ing with a call saying he needed a bass player. I got on the phone 
and called him. I hooked up with him and we hooked up with 
Stephen. At the time I joined the Descendents the Massacre Guys 
were on hold. So what's the big deal?" 

Karl wrote four of the 15 songs on Pummel. I asked him 
about three of them. "Self Righteous" opens the album. Karl 
Alvarez: "Being from Utah you would have to ask about that 
one, right? It's all about people equating moral value with inebri- 
ation. It's really funny. I think a lot of people who don't drink or 
don't drug or whatever think that automatically gives them a 
blank slate morally. I think a lot of times morality runs a lot 
deeper than issues like that. I've known people who are straight, 
yet will cheat on their girlfriend every chance they get. It's about I 
not demonizing peoplewho choose to do that stu>f-1t1s not advo- 
cating it, but I guess it's an argument against demonization. 
They're just people, in the worst case scenario they're people 
with a big problem but they're not evil or stupid. Which is the 
way that the press or popular opinion treats them." 

'This World" and "Broken" are also Karl Alvarez com- 
positions. The lyrics are not cheerful. Karl Alvarez: "Happy 
numbers aren't they? I go through bad patches every once in 
awhile. It's one of those things, when they're over with you won- 
der, God where was my mind? I'm prone that way. Once or 
twice a year I get pretty down." 

I talked with Karl far longer than this shows. Much of 
the rest of the conversation concerned the early '80s in Salt Lake 
City - the Blue Mouse, the early days of KRCL and the Cosmic 
Aeroplane, the current lack of all ages venues around town and 
the use of the Fairgrounds Coliseum in the Offspring video. Karl 
Alvarez: "I saw that and I was like wait a minute, no punk rock 
happened there." 

ALL were one of the pioneering bands of the pop/punlfi~ 
sound. In 1995 they remain the best. Their video for "Million p 
Bucks" is MTV's buzz of the week. Who knows maybe they'll 
make a million bucks off Puntntel. Meanwhile they are playing at 
the Union Ballroom with the Goops and Toadies on May 9. 
Tickets are $8. 



Incredible dramatics the spring- 
time season brings. Cold and blustery 
weather spins on a dime and becomes 
exoticly hot. The budding trees and 
blooming flowers, the awesome fra- 
grances signal dynamic transition. All 
of nature's bells and whistles resonate 
& celebrate terra firma's juicy flow. 
Romance and creativity and exuber- 
ance and lust are at their boldest 
expression in this timely arena of 
desire and chance. If you can't get laid 
this moon baby, you might want to 
book a monastery room in May. (In 
related news, Monsignor Angelino Brill 
will soon be sponsering a micro con- 
vent for reformed coke whores in the 
attic of BURT'S TIKI LOUNGE.) 

Aye but along with beauty and 
pleasure and wonder, the shift of tides 
may induce enough tears could drown 
small towns. Screams of impas- 
sioned anguish might exceed the 
blazin' pistons of the devil's hotrod. 
But damn it all this ain't no time to 
slam on the brakes. By thunder and 
lightning may the Blessed Lord and 
Succulent Goddess be praised for the 
incredible change induced this time 
each year. Whatever your inspired 
inclination or infatuated inertia, it's a 
lovely time of the year to take a risk, to 
try something new. Life is a stage. 
Don't be afraid to play the fool. Square 
miles of the mundane surround one's 
theatrical moments so play it up when 
given the opportunity to give it the 
gusto. Takes energy, yes, but the Sun 
Sign of Aries will pump your motor 
with plenty of fuel when you're ready 
to step on the gas. 

The vehicle of Drama might be 
criticized for being overdone in our 
modem "Entertain Me" world, but for 
Crissakes in a very direct way it is a 
spiritual endeavor. A large segment of 
our population simply worship the 
movies and the film stars they embody. 
Deep rooted passions and hearty 
philosphies and thick moral questions 

are examined by playwrights and play- 
ers. The fervor and verve of music has 
inspired countless millions to absolute 
devotion. Street level mystery and 
crime and punishment and justice and 
resolve always get high woltage atten- 
tion down the local grape vine. The 
squeaky queen always be getting the 
grease. 

Why go ahead and turn the sacred. 
circle and a flair for the dramatic will 
ultimately color that curve. 
Mythologies and religions love to uti- 
lize theatrical arts to present their 
truths into extreme expression and 
exaggerated validation. The Buddhist 
angle works the sublime and the subtle. 
The Muslims go b r  the stark and 
volatile. The Jews juice the profound. 
The Catholics milk the mystery. The 
Hindus hype multiple manifestations. 
The Scientologist lather the supreme 
rationale. The Mormons hold out fdr 
the extraordinary exclusive. (Then 
why for ~odsakes do they refrain from 
most emotions with their classic flat 
line delivery? Are they that afraid of 
bloody drama? Might be explained by 
the scarcity of Mother Mary or any 
other female icon in their holy pitch.) 
Everything from overnight death cults 
to ancient prehistoric religions have 
one thing in common. They friggin 
need that tribal mojo embrace, that 
holy audience. My passionate pipe 
dream to have an audience with the 
pope might even one day elevate my 
cult status. But any concern towards a 
mass message must consider the mean- 
ing of mastering the moment as say 
Marlon Brando did so well ON THE 
WATERFRONT. (Senor Brando cele- 
brated his birthday April 3rd. Best 
wishes, Godfather.) Why if an audi- 
ence is going to get nailed to their pews 
with a splash of fire and brimstone, 
you the preacher man must let it run 
that championship course. "For Jesus 
will come down from the right hand of 
God and he will cross the finish line 

Dedicated to the education, 
promotion, and cultivation of  

the blues scene in Utah, 

and he will lead the marathon with 
mighty bullwhips and sacred sabres 
and holy chains and he will punish the 
disbelievers outside the holy stadium!" 

And how about the Olympic 
drama we just might be witnessing 
right here in the Beehive Coliseum. 
Mercy to the renegades against that 
capitalist dogma who get in the way of 
the industrial strength spending wave. 
Will they be run outta town on cattle 
cars to the Dugway Experimental 
Station? But the mystical element I 
find most intriguing about the Copper 
State Olympia Tour is the concept of a 
post 2000 A.D. calender date. 

Does not the predominant religion 
in these parts conceptualize a dramatic 
turn of events as the minutes count- 
down "Apocalypse WClock"? 
Could the Lord Jesus actually sweep 
the men's Giant Slalom? Would the 
Angel Moroni be playing lead horn in 
the passing of the torch ceremony? 
~ i l i  God not only govern here on earth 
but also judge the ice skating competi- 
tion? 

I don't know specific answers to 
these questions for I haven't been rub- 
bin elbows with any local prophet who 
might have a'clue. But if at all possible 
I want to be in the front row when the 
"Devil Be Damned Bub Sled Racers" 
hear the blast of the official starter's 
gun and jam like goosed goats into that 
motherless motherhuppin first turn. 

But hell, I'm getting way ahead of 
myself. In the meantime I believe I'm 
gonna deprogram all the blasted hype 
and stick my nose in the air and truly 
try to feel the blessings of the new 
Spring. For the birds and bees and 
flowers and the trees will certainly dis- 
play their engaging magnitude before 
an appreciative audience or by their 
very own self. 
AND A SLAP HAPPY EASTER TO ALL 
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11 "Smokin with Jonathan. .. smoking and we're eonna die. 
SLUG: h a t  kind orcigarette's? 
JV: Merits. 
SLUG: MERITS!! Oh, Jesus. ,- ( ,I_. 

' ,  - .i 
When I asked ~ i a n  from World Domination about an inter- 

view with Jonathan Valania, she said "OK, but I should warn you 
that he's nuts". After talking with him for about anhour, I called 
Jean back and told her what a great guy he was, and how we may 
have been separated at birth. I think it scared her. Oh well. 

Like I said, I talked with Jonathan for about an hour, mostly 
about beer and cigarettes and public urination. We also talked about 
the new Psyclone Rangers album "The Devil May Care", and what 
the band has been up to, where they're going and who got hurt 
along the way. The following is a verbatim transcript of that inter- 
view, except for the really sick shit I didn't get on tape. 

"Jonathan, this is SLUG magazine.., 
JV: What kind bf mag is SLUG anyway? 
SLUG: A Shitty one, but there's some cool music and politically . 
incorrect columns I'm sure you'd find some humor in. 
JV: I find something funny in most things 
SLUG: So, how many albums is this? 
JV: Number two 
SLUG: Who did the first one? 
JV: Production wise? Are you smoking? 
SLUG: Yes I am, are you smoking? 
JV: Yes I am 
SLUG: Good Wr? ' ,: . . . . , . .  ;$ ..., 
JV: Off on the wrong foot already. Hold on. (big pause) So, we're 

v , <: ?..,?', ..' 
JV: Am I disappointing you? -;. :?.:G:Y 

SLUG:.Marlboro reds! 
JV: Oh, well that's a man's smoke. It probably gets you laid alot 
when girls see you smoking them. Well, The Reverend Horton Heat 
also smokes Merits, so you can say what you want about me, but 
don't say shit about the Reverend! 
(After this, I spoke to Scot Dantzer the guitar player and he said 
"Merits are just Camels with panties on" so there you go) 
SLUG: We partied with the Reverend when he was here, we love 
him. 
JV: We played there with him about a year ago at DV8 
SLUG: So, who did the first album? 
JV: It was produced by Dave Ogilvie, most of the stuff he does is 
industrial, like Skinny Puppy, and it was recorded out in 
SanFrancisco at a place called Brilliant Studios 
ST,UG: I like this new CD alot! 
JV: Good! 
SLUG: When I heard the new CD, I thought it sounded like you 

ys listened to alot of Velvet Underground and early Iggy stuff. 
: True, certainly true. Velvet Underground was the band that 7 inspired me to start a band, like so many countless other people. I 

listened to Lou Reed sing and I thought "If this guy can do it, I can 
too", (laughing) and they were one of my all time favorite bands. 

: SLUG: Tell me the Lenny Kaye story.. 
fV: We were up in the Poconos, playing a benefit show for an art 



gallery, and Lenny Kaye from the Patti Smith Group lives there. He 
was friends with people at the gallery, and they asked him to come 
out. So we heard about it, and were all excited and asked him if he 
wanted to bring an amp and come up and jam, and he did. At the 
end of the show he came u p  and we did Waiting for the Man' and 
we did 1 Wanna be your dog' and a real lame version of 'Gloria' 
SLUG: Who hasn't? 
JV: It was pretty funny, we were playing at this spiffy country club 
and they gave the gallery the use of their hall for the evening, so we 
showed up loading our gear, and this waiter comes up  in a twedo 
and says "I'm  so^ sir, we can't allow any blue jeansin the club" 

' 

and I was just like "Hey we're the band, it doesn't get any better 
than this" So we're playing for awhile, and it was packed, and every- 
one was into it and jumping around. So word comes from the owner 
downstairs, that everyone has to stop dancing or the floor's konna 
collapse, but they didn't stop and we cracked thefloor, and we're 
never allowed to play there again, so that in itself is an accomplish- . 
ment. 
SLUG: So, you're from Allentown, where Nazis can kill their parents 
if they don't like them. 
JV: That's us! Actually that was a publicity stunt arranged by our 
record company, to draw attention to us right at the release of our 
record (laughs) 
SLUG: In the song Tilt-a-whirl' what do you say after "the only 
thing touching her lips is Vanity Fair"? 
pl: The only thing hugging her hips is a dirty affair. 
SLUG: That's my favorite song on the new CD 
JV: All the other songs were written well in advance of recording, 
and that was one that was written as we were actually recording it. 
SLUG: Do you write all the songs? 
JV: I write all the lyrics, and the band writes all the music and the 
arrangements. 
SLUG: So you're the one with the wacked out sense of humor then. 
JV: That would be me. 
SLUG: On Sundays you sell Winstons to the Puerto Ricans?(from 
'Why the Hell Did I Die?') 
:JV: That is actually true. We played this frat party years ago, and 
there were these $5 an hour rent a cops outside and me and the bass 
player at the time were peeing outside and I got a ticket for public 
indecency. So, I had to get a job at this chain gas station, and I had to 
work on Sundays, and alot of people would just come and buy ciga- 
rettes. And it seemed that brand preference for some reason, went 
along ethnic lines. Black people always wanted Newports, Puerto 
Ricans always wanted Winstons, and white caucasion males always 
smoked Marlboro reds, much like yourself. 
SLUG: You're kidding. 
JV: No, truth is much stranger than fiction. I had to quit, people were 
taking it way too serious. You're pumping gas for God's sake! 
SLUG: How's the record company treating you? 
JV: Well, like it's a dog eat dog world, and I'm wearing Milk Bone 
underwear! 
SLUG: Norm! 
JV: Norm! 

Well, there you have it. A great i n t e ~ e w  with a great guy. We 
also talked about Norm on 'Cheers', how wierd Utah is, what micro 
breweries we have, the Vapors and some other sordid, sick shit I had 
to leave out. The Psyclone Rangers will be in Germany and France 
with Mudhoney for a few months, and then they will do a U.S. tour 
.that will most likely include Utah, so don't move yet. The Psyclone 
lRangers are one of the reasons that cool music still exists today. And 
;they are proof that you can ignore the standard melting pot formula 
 of most bands, and dill have a great record, and still be recognized. 
After the i n t e ~ e w ,  I stopped work for the day, and sat on the p o d  
swilling beer and listening to 'The Devil May Care' I put the CD 
;player on repeat and passed out hours later. It's that fucking god. 

- P. Pmkn 

OUR HUSBAND 

Live at the 



White (House) Noir 

Contrary to what you may have 
read in The Event (You know, the 
obligatorywill Salt Lake Be The 
Next ------- ? hackfest that 
shows u p  in a different local 
paper every damn year), the Big 
Scene o' Tomorrow just might be 
Little Rock, Arkansas (Or 
Washington DC, depending on 
your Democratic re-election 
delusions). 

According to a lone article in 
the New York Press late last year, 
First Kid Chelsea Clinton has 
recorded her own garage-punk 
album at the White House called 
Are You There God? It's Me, 
Chelsea. The writer says a copy 
of the album made it's way to 
him through a family member 
who goes to school with Chelsea, 
who was passing out cassette 
copies in class before Clinton 
aides intervened and imposed a 
media blackout (No relation to 
the alcoholic media blackouts 
that occur at SLUG bowling 
tournees). 

The cassette-only release was 
apparently recorded on an old 4- 
track by a very pissed off 
Chelsea and careens through 
spoken-word, punk, pop, rap 
and folk (What? No rockabilly? 
Damn!) in nine songs, including: 
"Fuck And Run (For President)", 
"Lousy Birthday", "Dee Dee 
(Myers?) Ramone", "Tip Tipper 
Over", and a pro-weed epic 
"Let's Inhale"-maybe they'll 
adopt one of these for Campaign 
'96 instead of dusting off that 
Fleetwood Mac turd 
again ...p lease? 

The angst in Chelsea's pants 
reportedly stems from Bill and 

Hillary's stranglehold on her 
teenhood: Not letting her go to 
Woodstock '94 (That's punish- 
ment? ), canceling her subscrip- 
tion tosassy (Ouch), not letting 
Liz Phair play at the White 
House (Probably Hillary's idea- 
you know Bill would like a piece 
of that ), confiscating her Voodoo 
Swing posters ("Jr. is  just so  
dreamy! Oooh!"), etc. Subtract 
the international politics and the 
shadow of musical genius uncle 
Roger Clinton (Hey, Big Rog 
rocks! I'll put him up  against 
Headshake anyday!), and she's 
just your normal, hacked-off 14- 
year-old with bad hair and a 
Gold Card bumming change in 
front of ZCMI (Except if you spit 
on her, the Secret Service will re- 
route your colon). 

Other than the original newspa- 
per piece, the mainstream media 
hasn't touched this story-until 
now. OK, so SLUG isn't exactly 
mainstream (More like piss 
stream, actually). But if we go to 
press on time as we always do, 
I'll scoop them ALL with this 
exclusive interview with a 
Clinton White House insider. 
The following is  a telephone 
transcript of my conversation 
with the informant, though he 
insisted on using an alias (Don't 
you just hate people who won't 
use thier real names? How the 
hell can you trust 'em?). 

Helen Wolf: Does Are You There 
God? It's Me, Chelsea really exist? 
If so, it could become the most 
so'ught-after bootleg since 
Prince's Black Album or even 
Iceburn Unplrlgged . 
Long Dong Shwankopf: Oh, it's 
for real and it's causing all hell to 
break loose here. Mr. and Mrs. 
Clinton have tried to retrieve all 
the copies that Chelsea gave out, 
but some are still out there float- 
ing around. I mean, when you've 
got a tape out there with lines 
like 'Wolf Blitzer Is Worse Than 
Hitler", and "Maureen Dowd Is 
A Fucking Cow", any parent is 
going to want to keep it quiet. 
HW: Could this be an even 
greater threat to  President 
Clinton's re-election bid than 
Whitewater, Paula Jones, or the 
new McTubby Extra Value Meal? 
There's quite a cover-up-even 
Fulton doesn't know about this. 
LDS: Look, I'm putting my ass 
on the line even talking to you- 

I'll make sure you and your boss the feel-good hit of the summer, I 
get put in a hole next to Vince think. Look, I've said far too 
Foster if my name gets out; who much already, so I'mcutting you 
the hell do  you work for? off-is this check good? 
HW: Robert DeBerry. Is there HW: Hey, any check from SLUG 
any major-label interest in is  guaranteed to clear or my 
Chelsea's tape? What about a name ain't Helen Wolf, got that? 
tour? She could be a big draw at Thanks for all your cooperation, 
Lollapalooza-I can see the Mr. G o r e 4  mean, Shwarz ... ah, 
video in the Buzz Bin now. screw it. Like you're going to be 
LDS: You didn't hear it from me, 
but Chelsea's been seen with 
Beck quite frequently lately. I'm 
not saying it could be a whole 
Courtney-Kurt thing, but he has 
got DGC interested in her. She's 
also been rehearsing with Henry 
Rollins and Ad-Rock from the 
Beastie Boys, but nothing's -3 
really set yet: ,-- 
HW: So we're talkid mega if 
Beck blows his head off 

+..*,- "accidentally", right? ....v--2 
LDS: I can neither con- ' 

firm nor deny that, but it -- 
is my job to assist Ms., -A,,, N' 

Clinton in any way I can- " 

if things get a little messy , 
that's just the way that dog's <'.';,;::;.'' 
gonna hunt. 
HW: How about a follow-up ,.. . ."7 
album? Will Bill and Hillary let ' / 
Chelsea out of sight long enough 
to even think about recording back next year, anyway. (Click) 
any more? 
LDS: Chelsea already has a full Just a few things that I need to 
album's worth of material ready mention before I sign off: The 
to go and it'll scare the living shit federal building bombing in 
o,ut everyone! It's called Smell Oklahoma City-I told you all 
The Love and the cover art is a about the Militia Of Montana 
scratch n' sniff photo of a pair of and the other fringe-oids back in 
Hillary's panties-Chelsea December, so don't say I didn't 
stopped wearing underwear warn you. Those Zima ads run- 
years ago, so she had to steal ning in the Privafe Eye -"NOT 
mom's. My favorite track so far THE SAME OLD TUNES", 
is "Newt Killa", it's kind of a directly above a promo for the 
hardcore industrial rap groove Gamma Rays?! Hello!!! These 
with lyrics like "Cot a loaded AK guys have sold more alcohol and 
and cold-ass stare/Newtls a made more money than Zima 
dead muthafucka with Donahue ever will BY PLAYING THE 
hair1'-the girl is street! SAME OLD TUNES! OVER 
HW: One last thing, there's been AND OVER AGAIN! Post-punk 
some speculation on the Internet attitude, yeah right-try post- 
that Chelsea has been contacted menopausal. And, for a brief 
by Quentin Tarantino to star in time, you cybergeeks can e-mail 
his next film with. Keanu me directly: My disgruntled 
Reeves-any truth to that? loner roomate has allowed me 
LDS: That is completely untrue! I access to his computer--so get in 
can't believe some the utter fabri- now before he snaps, goes on 

'ons that get out there, Jesus. some interstate killing spree and 
I Crispin Glover, not that bus- can't pay his bill. Send your c# 
boy Keanu! Tarantino wants accolades Qook it up) to: 
Chelsea to play a teenage hit- cfr@xmission.com. Don't ask 
woman who meets u p  with what the CFR stands for, I don't 
Crispin on the road. She's on her even ask him where my tooth- 
way to kill a CEO of Disney or brush is anymore. 
something like that-cauld be -Helen Wolf 
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this year they released a split 12'' with 
Love Circus, (yes, another killer band 
T.O.N. label.) Sanctum was a result of 

"' 
Can I tell you what I love about being a 

SLUG hack? well, besides the incredible iigh 
salary and excellent benefits, I love the bands 
I get to interview. Make no mistake faithful 
followers. I only u& the interview as a vehi- 
cle, an excuse if you will, just to be able t.0 
talk with some of the coolest and talented 
people in the music business today. 

Recently I spoke with R.J. Vasquez, the 

graywhale cd-featuring 
soft hits from the 

reasons for kicking'this stuff 
out. Not only does the man 
have his own band, he also 
owns and manages his own 
label, TODO 0 NADA/T.O.N. 
Music. 'TODO 0 NADA" 
means "All or Nothing" That's 
pretty fitting considering the 
way R.J. does things.Vasquez 
writes some of the most univer- 
sal timeless music I've heard 
this decade, and to me his 
music is inspiring. 

It's b q n  a while since 
Why? Things Bum last played 
in Utah. I asked Vasquez if he 
remembered the last time he 
played he played here and if he 
enjoyed it. 'The last time we 
were there was about a year 
and a half ago," Vasquez said, 
"I was really surprised. The 
scene is pretty healthy. As far 
as I could tell, it seemed like 

I everybody supports each other, 
there is a consistency with the 
kids. There's a tight music com- 
munity there that I wasn't 

aware of and it was nice to see that. I forgot 
who it was, but there was a band there that 
asked us if we had a place to stay and if we 
wanted to party with them and we did. I feel 
comfortable there, it was cool." 

Why? Things Burn hail from the city of 
Angels, but they sound nothing like a band 
from L.A., (which I happen to think is a good 
thing.) W?TB releasqd their first full lenght, 
Symbols, last September. Their debut release 
was a CD 5 in 1992 titled Sanctum, followed 
with a 7" color vinyl in 1993 called Pure Sin. 

gden: 4300 harrison #7 

loan: 1272 c. 700 n. 

I.c.: 248 1300 e. 

I.c.: 201 s. 1300 e. #b 
I 
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Vasquez dealing with the death 06 his grand- 
father, q l i e r  in 1992. Symbols is an exten- 
sion of Sanctum in the form of the source for 
the material. 

"My grandfather passed away during 
that time period," said Vasquez. "That actu. 
ally gave me the strength, believe it or not, 
(to write the music.) Everything was follow- 
ing apart, but werthing also had l i i  to it. 
Over all it was very positive, even though 
under those circumstances there was so 
many negative f o ~ e s  involved." 

Vasquez said that he works better under 
pressure. With the death of his mndfather, 
bho happened to be his father ggure, it was 
as if his life was crumbling all around him.' " 
Yet, those deeply personal experiences gave 
him the insight and emotions to write some 
very personal songs that strike a universal 
chord in all of us to work througth the pain 
and exorcise our own demons.True artists 
use their art as an extension of their emotions 
and what is happening in their lik at that 
moment. Rollins has called his work poor 
man's therapy. Roger Waters basi 
about his lik up to that point and 
The Wall. Vasquez calls his latest 
Symbols, because of the origin of 
and what they represent to him. 

"If it comes from the heart, if it comes 
from the real side, the emotional side of a 
human, it (the music and lyrics) will stand," 
Vasquez said. "If you're doing it for the 
wrong reasons it just dwsn't stand. And I 
could name bands on radio now that do it for 
the wrong reasons. They talk about garbage, 
they talk about nothing, they're doing it just 
for the moment. A song to me should be 
timeless. I'm not a great musician, buf I can 
write something that would make you 
think" 

It's only through all to real arcum- 
stances do we get true, honest, original song 
writing. Songwriting that comes alive on 
your home stereo system. Song writing that 
sneaks up behind you and bites you in the 
ass if your not careful. If you dont believe 
me, pull out your old Poison records, listen 
to them and-wonder no more wheni Brett 
Michaels and the boys have gone. 

Vasquez is focused and he has no hid- 
den agenda. "I'm not looking to be a rock 
star, I'm pretty much over that crap. I just 
want to make good songs that withstand 
time. That's what I'm all about." 

If you are tired of the hyped-up bullshit 
that is passing for musicand you are looking 
for something with a little more substance, 
check out Synibols by Why? Things Burn. If 
you can't find it in your favorite CD shop, 
call T.O.N. Records toll free at 1400. 
21PURESin, I'm sure they will be happy to . . 

hear from you. 
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: @pp9 RTQT: a ?  RIOT! RIOT! RIOT: %nEcoRm 3 la4 MA 

'N'ROU, baby1 Tho' it IS a 
much-maligned term (hell, 
everything Prom Eric C r a p ~  
on to Hole to Bon Jovi to 
Nine Inch Nails to Bomton, rac o' mucho raw THWUPl 
etc ad nauseum is called A super-sonic adon-blast1 
'R8Rm by numb-skulls), this SOUTHEAST USA TOUR IN 
finely crude CRYPT shit JUNE '951 JAPAN IAUST- 

sho' don't reek g' any o'the RIU TOUR JULY 951 

limpdickery o' sech terms OBLlVlANS LPICD* 
as 'post-punw er 'alter- 
native' er 'indie-pop' er that Dig it, bbyr A chunky, raw, 

suqary slick 'popore' shit twin-guit, crudsassed 
Memphis bulldozer choppin' 

bein' pawned off as 'punk' yo' skull1 Punkrock gettin' .... So hell, we'll just boldly ass-fucked by garegd M u u  
step forth and label our shH 
as ROCK'N'ROU, cauz it's 

hdlo~1 (as well it ahould1) 

CHROME CRANKS 
got more in common wit' 

&Mng Mini LPICD the brash, bold, id-unleash- 'DEAD COOL' (CR-56) OUT 
ing screech o' UI Richard IN JUNE '951 Ace garage 
cornholing some fine boow SWAMP BLUES HELL from 
than the overly Broadway- them NYC dent-doglstsl 
fled, sensitivity training- TEENGENERATEI * 
school crap known as "indle OR ACTIONI' LPICD 
rock" er *alt rock' er 

garage punk caterwaul 
(CR-48)High-octane. NO-fi - 

whatever the fuck r t ~ ~  
. - - -- - -  COUNTRY TEASERS outta TO~YOI 
Y 

.lop from this (CR47)Honk & Grit bunsaw 

L o w  of runts motorpunk C8W hoo$manny 
outta Kontucky/Naahville 
USAI On twr in May '951 

I l i l M v l 6 ~  WllWF)elM 

CRm EUROPE dm lm nvn Y . d . w o  

I - -  
I N  THE WORKS: 
WY COWGIRLS 
brand-new LPICD 
'RAQGED SOUL'I 

LOS PRIMOS debut 
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I THE STIFF SHEET,, , 
... - ny hype about upcoming yTTC!. MI c l~ke 

&.&A& 

.:: .;. :: .: ,< ;.: :: ~ ? .  

that, though, and I guess I shot@ havdabwn bet- 
..... .. ..... . . . .  ter. Afballsteningto EgoTripp ym @.eight , . . .  

times, I wanted to hear&b&'s Wvidual 
nmrds. h t ' s  what acompilahpn is h , h d  , 
this case, it works bigtime. Eivay mig on thisp 
is a gem! It grabs you from 'start to finish and only 
letsgofora&ute,toentice.~u~somenew 
realm of oooL Pygmy Love C~~IS, Why? Things 
Bum, and Top Jimmy give a m m e  mditions of 
previous and not yet  leased .matex&& while the 

. . .  .......... ., .............. :.:... ........ : new bands you may not have ,M b@m, will hit 
you like a classic slap in the b ' + m  James 

JOHNEITE NAI"oLITAN0 Cagney. Shoegazefs 'Bmutrfui' ,md Pink Noise 

HOLLY VINCENT  test's'^ a r e d e f i n i t e t e a s a s b m ~ t o  
own. Not to mention, 'Opate' by Amen, and 

VOWEL MOVEMENT Elysium doing a sweet, ghdlyfune called:'ln 
Mammoth T i m e s o f ~ ~ d i s c i s a s ~ a s t ~ . p  ., 

Wd, what I say? TWO of my fil~orite wfio put it together, and tfie . 

women, ading like girls, singing about lizards, it stands for. No e n t i o ~ s ,  d o m 2 ,  hyped up. 
Easter and dinosaurs, all this while the tape was w h i t   go ~ ~ i ~ p ' ,  w& --thename 
running. What ~ O E  do YOU want? A that much mm This C D , a b e  on heavy . : 
holding apple? Holly and Johnae have been *tiOn at the Maxx Cave, and hopefuny m& 
doing &OUS music with their respedive bands for . more from aur fiends at T.O,N, 
at least ten years (Concrete Blonde, Holly &The 
Italians, The Oblivious) and as the story they FRED GROUP 
wqe drunk and alone on New Years Eve, (hard to 

..... . . .  believe) feeling saucy they picked up their in st^^- ~ a l e s ~ r o m - h -  . , , ,;.... ..-, .. 
, .,,.. , :  :;,.. . L " ,  . . .  

' ments and 'Vowel Movement' was consummat- mid Mam 
d.  at& when they recorded the album, they did ~ a ( t k n o w h d v l ~ & ~ & , b u t ~  

itinsixdays.IcanonlyvenMague~astowhat just~10ppedithand80tm-*"Ihe 
they could do given a month. 'Ibis -rd is cool. wmrded in1986@allthe~~m 

dw to the attitude they had going into it. mla than most.of the sljt &ed m the WS. 
~CD&no'bests0ngs1.Itismorelikealitfle Maybeit'sbeingm~ifso~ifsd* 
'partyfromt&l-l~whichyoujustlistentoand the@ofadmission@to 
let it do you Like a good spontatmus o@asm. hear "Pump The Mud". The singer/bas&it/6ong- 

Even if you axe not one of us who have been writer sometimes sounds like an Arabian hit man 
floored by the works of Holly and Phnette, goget packinheat,ad~wessoundslikehds@ 
'Vowel Movement' and have a ball. You may just *.Ihesongspokefunate~- ' ' 

find yourself dancing naked & the back yard h g  from U2 and Ronald Reagan (yosc am't h a  - - 

scwdng 'Viva Las Vegas!' sexna~,t~~~trtbum,yotrcmltshoot~, 

MatberMusiclWeWyYgShwt,l?fMan~ ;, 
Midligan@6u : ,:.-. 

SWOON23 . . 

. Fam0usSwanSun.g ' s  .. - " 
1. Tim I(emRecords , .', 
! . . Don't know W s  up +.the 

rds told me Niw/Viaaze, but 111 take it over most of the 
tk-gaingtobeagreatCD,Itookitma ~ ~ ~ 8 e t . ~ ~ ~ ' . ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  pert m&,<&,& bymt 
grain of salt, like all writers t .  all d. . ampa- . $ d t + h t ~ h +  

don't do.^^ .; .., o*-*d- 
, . ... , -';!.:;,;,:$ ;>. . . 

pIIIyvLw, u1ey 1uIc yuu I L L  LUQLUIIUUIUIU~ 

p v e .  Dmmy is a good word, althoughit's not 
quiteaccurate. The voices of Megan R&d and 
JeffStudehker compliment each @hamy well. 
Just when you exped to get bored, they Uuow you 
a change up. Not with a slap in the face, but a 
whisper on the backof your neck Michael Keating 
lays down some pretty guitar lines on the hollow 
body while Marty Smith holds an inadiile 
groove, considering there is no bassist. This CD is 
well done from a minimalistic standpoint. The 
songs speak for themselves without all the scream- 
ing and poshuing. So, in the melting pot of cum 
dmm-pop, Swoon 23 takes the cakecakeand feeds it 

THE PSYCLONE RANGERS 
THEDrnLlMAYCARE 
World D o d t i o n  

If I'm not mktakm, 'Dr. Soflness'is the 
nameof a vibrator. Or, mavbe it's 'Mr. W. It's 
a l s o o ~ $ S @ ~ ~  so&$& this new blase liom 
~ o r ~ h t i o n ,  'The Pqdone Ranged-The 
Devil Care'. If I'm hot mistaGn, the 
guitarist and vocalist on thisrecord listened 
to alot 'of Velvet Underground and early 
Iggy. There is probably a very interesting 
story behind 'The Psyclone Rangers' that 
quotes influences and other bullshit, but 
fortunateiy it didn't make it to the press kit. 
This is one of those CDs that you just have 
to.listen to to understand. The Devil May 
Care is full of catchy songs that sound like 
covers of old tunes from the 'Raw Power' 
era, ex&pt they are new and different, if 

' 

that rn&es any sense. Walls of ascending 
an$ d e n d i n g  power chords reel through- 
out voca~@tes like '"On Sundays, I sell 
i;?3in$tarta @the Puerto Ricans" and @She's a 
hoosier and a boozer, you should choose 
her, she's like 1972" I think that Jonathan 
Valania is out of his mind. He's the j- 

' singer/songwriter. He's from Allentown ' :.\ 
PA, where you can kill your family, if yom' 
don't lik. them. That said, I will ask you to 
remember my admonitions to you: Please 
don'f discuss this disc amongst yourselves, 
don't let anyone discuss the disc with you. 
Don't form any opinions about the disc 
until it has been submitted to you. Just buy 
it, listen to it and shut the hell up. Oh 
yeah .... JONATHAN, ... It was SO GOOD I 
FORGOTITOWAS A RECORD! 
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TECH B A N  

I RO'GER NOONAN 
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"TEEN ANGE W" 
Roger's @I Is o tech PEPMAN 400 head 

with 4 tech '3-2000 cabinets. 

CHECK OUTME TEEN ANGELS' NEW ALBUM 
YEAR OF THE MONKEY 

FEATURING THE HITS 
-I'VE GOT A BONER FOR YOU- A N D  -TRAINING BRA- 

I CLEAN ARTICULATE SONICALLY TRANSPARENT 

GUITAR CZAR : 

2995 E m  3300 Soup, SALT LAKE C l n ,  UT 84109 
TEL 801.466.8666 
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KING CRIMSON 
,= 

Virgin 
King Crimson was formed twenty five 

years ago. They have had seventeen different 
i members since. They have broken up bands, had 
members join monasteries, done many projats 

' gracing miles of audio tape, and never had a #1 hit. 

I 
Quite an accomplishment. Now, they have two 

I drummers, two bassists, two guitarists, and a p t  
, new fucking album called 'Thrak Get it. 

( KNAPSACK 
! SILVER SWEEPSTAKES 
1 Aliap Records 
I What kindoffoolcanlisten tothisband, 
and not get hard? That is the million dollar cpes- 

, tion that Alias figured out when they signed 
I Knapsack Here are a few choice words to d m i  
their debut CD "Silver Sweepstakes", in alphabet- 
ical order. Antiform*, Ballsy, Crucial, Direct, Erect, 
Fast, Gaga, and finally Hole, as in that shitty band 
that couldn't hold a candle to this talented four- 
some. The disc is packed with such b k y  songs, 
; youalm&want~olistentoeachonema& 
before going on to the next one. "Cellophane" and 
"Trainwreckef' are two of the best tunes, but 
don't be content, the rest of the songs are every bit 
as cool, and as full of integrity. I hate saying that a 

' band reminds me of someone else, but if you 
added some guitar work and melody M g e s ,  and 
a little nineties explosive pop, they would be the 

. Replacements. That is the best compliment I can 
, give Knapsack By the way...*-Antifomdj. rejec- 
: tion of aceped mat& in -ling works of art, 
with preferenoes for raw substances. 

INNOCENCE MISSION 
GLOW 
A&M Records 

I read the bio that was sent with the new 
I M ~  Mission release 'Glow'. I did not like it. 
Probably because I listened to the tape every day 
fix a week, and then read the bio. This is an ethere 
a1 work of art by a band of struchmd (or so you 
might think) songwritas. Unfortunately, this band 
will be unfairly cornpired to weaker pop predeces- 
sors like The Sundays. They axt not. 'This band 
does very well what others have only tried to pull 
off. Their songs are full of interesting stories of sad 

: littletrists, some wrought with apathy, while oth- 
1 ers scream of passion and fo-g py. While 
that sounds a little p ~ I ~ ~ ~ t i o u s ,  it rings true 
Uuoughout this album. Each song evoking it's own 
speaal mod, with words that play off subtle 
changes in melodies that are as good as it gets in 
this medium. "Bright as YeUow" isa wonderful 
example, "8rave'"k another. As strong as I can put 
it, this new Innocence Mission release is well worth 
the price of admission. It flows like a big glass of ice 
tea on a hot Sunday, to a bottle of wine on a cool 
Oaober night. I'd tell you more about the band, 
but you should just buy Glow'' A d  read the 
inside cover, and make your own dedsion. 

SHMOWBALLS 
1995 SAMPLER 
Sh-mow Records 

Last time I was in Colorado, someone 
asked me who Henry Rollins was. Man, have 
things changed. 'This CD is chock full of awesome 
tunes from a bunch of soon to be somebodys in a 
town where snow bunnies are the main topic of 
conversation Now, they have much to talk about. 
Christie Front Drive, iz, Baldo Rex, Small Dog 
Frenzy, Smackjacket, St. Andre, Idle Mind, 
Grimace, Wretched Refuse, Munly, n e  Reejers, 
and High Seasons. All of these bands d m  
mentioning, because they wexv all outstanding in 
their own &que way. Each song holds it's own 
next to the others, without being xqxtitive and cat- 
ego-. Jf I had to pick a gem off this disc, it 
would be very difficult, but I'd have to say it's a 
tossup W e e n  'hg' by Quistie Front Drive, 
'Stwmter Sm&d by Ghace ,  and Tdge of a Lull' 
by Small Dog Frenzy (a band I'd love to rwiew) 
Look for sh-more Sh-mow sh-tuff s h a n ,  until 
then, buy this CD or be a dumb ass. Your choice. 

SUGAR RAY 
LEMONADE AND BROWNIES 
Atlantic Records 

Don't know much about Sugar 
Ray, but the first song makes you think 
they're some sort of Style Council ripoff, 
until "Time for guitar center stage", the 
intro to the hard ass kickin 'Rhyme Stealer'. 
Then this foursome takes off with some of 
the coolest shit I've heard since umm, uh, a 
long time. There's some way hip tunes on 
"Brownies and Lemonade", highlights 
being, 'lron Mic', 'Big Black Woman' and 
my favorite, 'Danzig Needs a Hug'. They 
dabble in many areas, from the soulish 
'Hold Your Eyes' to the hard/funk pseudo' 
bang of 'The Greatest'. Sugar Ray does 
everything so well, they sound like every 
genre they delve into is their forte. They 
never get too redundant that they begin to 
sound like someone else. What a killer 
band. Get this album now, so that you can 
say you were listening to them before they 
became huge. There's also a little boner, I 
mean bonus on the cover. It's a famous 
woman, who's wearing nothing but a post 
orgasm smile. I can't tell you who it is, but 
you can figure it yourself. Hint: It's 
not Hillary Clinton. 

C.J. CHENIER AND THE 
RED HOT LOUISANA BAND 
TOO MUCH FUN 
Alligator Records 

This band and CD could not be 
more aptly named. Too Much Fun is a huge 
understatement. C.J. Chenier's Alligator 
debut release made me want to run to New 
Orleans, drink wicked ale, and dance till I 
puke. His incredible blues/melodic singing is 
only matched by his mastery of the zydeco 
accordian. That's right, I said accordian. This 
is one of those records you just listen to, 
absorb the cool lyrics, and let the music 
astonish you, as it starts out cool with the 
classic "Man Smart, Woman Smarter" and 
gets progressively better, all the way to 
"Louisiana Two Step". A definite jewel to 
add to your collection of CD's you'll never 
trade in, even when you're dead broke and 
out of smokes. 

ARCHERS OF LOAF 
VEEVEE 
Alias Records 

"The ungerground is overcrowded. 
No shit. Archers wrote that, I didn't, but it 
sure as hell rings true thm VeeVee, their new 
Alias release. I like this disc alot, and I'm not 
sure why. Maybe it's their total disregard for 
structured songwriting. Maybe it's their 
sense of humor. Maybe I just like it because I 
think Wendy is a babe. All I know is that if 
you are sick of listening to hyped shit records 
from the BIG MUSIC COMPANY sony, then 
Archers of Loaf will keep your attention 
span reeling just like the first time you heard 
Gang of Four, or your first heated exchange 
with a partially clad high school grad. 

THE LEAVING TRAINS 
DROWNED AND DRAGGED 
SST Records 

At first, I thought "A new Leaving 
Trains CD! Cool". It's not. It's cooler, because it is 
previously unheard stuff from 1989, only rel& 
asateaserforaNEWTrainspmjxt.FudcinA.If 
you don't know about this band, you should move 
out of the monastery. Jf you do, then you know 
most of the history of this early Ws punk/pop 
band that remains as timeless as anyone in LA. 
Names like Falling James, Sluts For Hire, Sam 
Menick, Bobby Belltower, Dennis Carlin, Eric 
Stringer, Earle Mankey, Gun Club, and The 
Cramps come to mind. The Trains area huge part 
of that history. We won't even get into some of the 
W r y ,  that's a hole I'd rather stay away from. But 
the disc is a great piece from a period you may 
have missed in the %€id pglarn-punk what- 
ever diary of LA., and it's heroes/heroins. You 
should own it solely for that connection. It just hap  
pens to be a very cool CD on top of that. Hey, 
you're on the bonus plan. 

- M a d  Maxx 
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By Jeb Brarzir~ 
I have a question for you ... Speakmg strictly in 

terms of the heavy music underground, at what age 
do you think a person is "old'? Obviously Punk, 
Metal and similar music is aimed to a large degree at 
a teenage audience. Considering that fact, once you 
reach twenty are you "old'? I'm curious as to how 
you feel about this. In the "real world" I still feel 
young, but I am starting to feel old in the under- 
ground. Many of my peers are forsaking heavy 
music and moving on in other interests. Most of 
than chalk it up to being "too old". It has me won- 
dering about being old. Maybe my trip to the hospi- 
tal this month added to all this. They were investi- 
gating a "growth" as they called it. Hell, isn't it only 
"old people who develop tumors and cysts and the 
l i e ?  Probably not, but it made me feel old. Darnn. 
Bands & Albums 

Last month got off to a great start because the 
fust package to hit the ole tnailbox was the new live 
album Bltnip And Swing by THE DOG FACED 
HERMANS. Contained in the grooves of this cheap 
piece of vinyl are some of the most infectious, enthu- 
siastic. artistic, and enjoyable tunes everrecorded. 
DFH, in the last few months since I first became 
exposed to them, have become my masters. Their 
esoteric blend of Jazz. Punk, Pop, Eastern Ethnic, 
and Folk has imbedded itself into my life. This 
album contains songs spanning their entire career 
and since live is where D M  are the most comfort- 
able, the album has a depth and organic vibe that ele- 
vates it beyond the sum of its parts. You need this 
record. (Alternative Tentacles P.O. Box 419092. 
San Francisco, CA 94141A9C92) 

If there is any justice at all on this floating rock. 
the next big "pop punk" band to "break big" 
deserves to be NO USE FOR A NAME I an1 nof 
going to debate the issue of whether Punk bands 
should go "big time" or not because I appreciate 
where bod1 camps are coming from. Just let me say 
that, for me personally, I wish any musician all tlie 
success they can manage. With that said onto the 
business at hand, which is ranting and raving about 
the new NO USE FOR A NAME album Leche Con 
Carne. 'Illis album illustrates that musical perfection 
is actually an achievable goal. Not since I bought 
my f i t  DESCENDANTS record a million years 
ago have I been this floored by catchy, singfiaii- 
longable. Punk Rock. Of the twelve songs on offer, 
there is not a single track that falls short. Even the 
"hidden" thirteenth track is a blast. It is a medley of 
AOR radio standards including bits of tunes from 
The KNACK, THE CARS, TWISTED SISTER, 
PAT BENATAR, and others. It must be heard to be 
appreciated. (Fat Wreck Chords PO Box 460144. 
San Francisco, CA 94146) 

I realize that claiming a band is "underrated" is 
about as cliche as you can get but in the case of 
CORONER it is certainly true. Ever since their 
debut demo (which featured Tom Warrior on 
vocals!) these gentlemen have proven that they are 
capable of generating some of the best techno exper- 
imental Metal available. Their new selfatitled 
release is their sixth full length venture. That is if you 
can call this full length. Admittedly it runs for about 
seventy minutes, but a lot of that time is made up by 
what are essentially the bands "Greatest Hits." Of 

new material there is probably only an EP's worth. 
Fortunately the new tunes are strong enough that you 
can forgive the band for this obviously money moti- 
vated move. Most impressive amongst the new 
material is the two part "Golden Cashmere Sleeper 
during which the band mesh their minimilistic rage 
sound with a hint of their older technoiithrash sound. 
(NOISE Records 8721 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, 
CA 90069) 

If you are looking for something out of the 
ordiary that is still heavy and dark, then you might 
want to check out Love Apocalypse the Pittsburgh 
based JULY. Everything about this release screams 
quality and class, I only wished that I liked it. It's 
ponderous and mysterious sound will probably 
appeal to the Gothic worshippers of the night but I 
just can't identify at all. (Mutiny Records 1739 E. 
Cason S t  Suite #350 Pitts. PA 1520381700) 

Any band that spells their name with sausages 
scores points in my book. Yes, the fmt high choles- 
teml logo!! But a cool logo is not the only thing this 
band have going for them. HINGE are a punchy 
alternative combo whose music varies from gentle 
and friendly to harsh and angry. This album would 
fit right in with the college radio scene except for 
one thiig ... It is too good. Because of it's quality 
college radio will probably avoid it. Their loss. 
(Pavement Music 17W703A Butterfield Rd., 
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181) 

Well the new album Underground by MESSI- 
AH A.D. shows that, at very least. the band is 
improving. I actually got through this one without 
becoming violently dl which has been my reaction to 
the bands other stuff. The h d  have gotten harder 
and more focused in their approach. Unfortunately, 
they still sound trite and uninspired for the most part. 
With all the quality Metal to be found on the Noise 
label I have to wonder what possesses them to 
release album after album by a second rate band like 
MESSIAH A.D. who actually mock bands for "not 
progressing" and for being stuck in 1984 when they 
themselves play total throwback to the mideighties 
thrash metal. (Noise Records - address elsewhere). 
Usually it bothers me when I get a release and it has 
no lyric sheet, but I must admit that I am glad my 
promo copy of Inceam Desire For Palatable Flesh 
by VISCERAL EVISCERATION didn't have one. 
I imagine the lyrics would have ruined this album for 
me. I really don't care for all the gore and vileness 
that is so prevalent in heavy music. I think it was all 
done and overdone a decade ago. So when I look at 
t h e  song titles on this album (I.E. "Gangling 
Menstrual B l o o ~ m t h  For Supper") I am not both- 
ered at all that they didn't send a lyric sheet because 
I very much like the music on this album and I have 
no desire to decipher the lyrics and ruin it all. VIS- 
CERAL EVISCERATION play a haunting Dark 
Metal that is more atmospheric and moody than 
heavy. The band incorpoqte plenty of female vocals 
that soar on angels wings hove  the demonic growls 
of the primary vocals. Musically you could draw 
comparisons to ANETHM or MY DYING BRIDE 
but the lyrics seem to lack the class of either of those 
bands. (Napalm Records PO Box 480141 Denver, 
CO 80248-0141) 

JEFF 'JAHN is ba with a 45 minute EP 
called Conversation that f$her establishes him as a 

warped genius of esoteric musical musing. Less 
abrasive and more (dare I say it) melodic than his 
last offering. this tape allows insight into a less angry 
man than was present on his debut Dandelion, Fuss, 
Thorrgh~. The tape consists of improvisational wan- 
derings through random sounds that can be created 
through non tradirional approaches to traditional' 
instruments. Like abstract modernpainting this tape 
leaves you initially thinking "Anyone could do this" 
but also like modern abstract painting with some 
thought and study you realize that the art isn't "sin- 
ple" instead it is personal and indeed nobody could 
create it other than the artist Conversation hns a live 
gig Jeff played with some 6iends on side two that 
shows a different side to this unique artist As one 
would expect in a collaborative setting, the music is 
a bit more structured with a fascinating primitive and 
tribal feel, Good stuff. ($4 ppd to Pagan Chicken 
Records 643 E. 500 N. #2, Logan, UT 84321) 

You didn't think that I would make it through 
this column without some Crusty Grind, did you? I 
hope you know me better than that. So let me intro- 
duce SOILENT GREEN and their debut album 
P~cssysoitl. This flaying mutant of a band rips and 
tears with the best of them. Going from the insa- 
tiably 6antic to the painfully plodding in the blink of 
an eye, there are no adequate adjectives to accurately 
describe the mayhem present on this album. The 
vocals are the product of gargling molten lava and 
tile music sounds like you are trapped in the mtating 
drum of a cement mixer with two tons of pig iron. It 
is complete ecstasy. Not even two Advil can ease 
the pounding headache incurred from blasting this 
sucker at eleven. Your life is meaningless without 
this album sitting comfortably in your collection. My 
only caution would be that you ignore the lyrics 
because they fall far short of the quality of the rest of 
the album. (Dwell Records, P.O. Box 39439 L.A., 
CA 90039) 

GOOD RIDDANCE have been aroilnd for 
years but For God And Corrnlry is their debut 
release. Nice way to get the ball rolling guys!!! It 
took a couple of listens but G.R's gritty Pop Punk 
has all the hooks and melody you could ask for but 
they temper their delivery with rough hewn texturing 
A Can you say CRIMPSHRINE? I knew you 
could. The lyrics are angry, passionate, critical and 
political. What more could you ask for from your 
friendly neighborhood punk band? I bet you a ten 
year old box of twinkies that you can't listen to this 
album and not shake your groove thing. Get it and 
get a clue. (Fat Wreck Chords 8 Address elsewhere) 

Evolve is the deformed offspring of Industro- 
sludge purveyors IT IS I. Combining the punish- 
ing pace of Doom with the persecuting minimilism 
of bands l i e  EYEHATEGOD, these four cretins 
are steadfast in their commitment to slowly torment 
your soul and pulverize your mind. This is a c~ush- 
ingly heavy album and only those with hearts of 
stone should dare to venture close to a stereo playing 
it. (Dwell Records - Address elsewhere) 

MISERY LOVES COMPANY is the newest 
band signed to the EARACHE label. Their self- 
titled debut is a collection of mega-heavy insanity 
that runs the gamut from grind tinged recklessness to 
industm-noise to piercing metal. Their diversity in 
style is their greatest asset. Just when you think that 
you've got them pinned down into a genre they 
switch gears and leave you at a loss for pigeonholes. 
A few constants are present however; anger, noise, 
and the aforementioned mega-heaviness being the 
most obvious. Whatever you do, don't drop this 
album on your toes. (Earache 295 Lafayette St.. 
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"ONE OF THE STRANGEST, MOST DISTURBING DOC- 
UMENTARIES IN YEARS, AND ONE THAT COULD 
BECOME A THEATRICAL HIT" - SAN FRANCISCO 

CHRONICLE. 

'lZWIGOFFIS EXTRAORDINARY DOCUMENTARY 
TELLS ONE OF THOSE BIZAJJPE STORIES THAT'S 

STRANGER THAN FICTION. - ROGER EBERT. 
CHICAGO SUN-TIMES. 

CLOTHES I 
Y JEWELRY 
' LOCATION I 
South 1100 East 1 

Actorlauthor/artist Crispin Glover will return 
to the Tower Theatre for a multi-media pre- 
sentation starting at 9:30 p.m. Following 
Crispin's performance, he will be available 
in the lobby for a booksigning of his meticu- 
lously detailed hard-bound books (copies 
will be available). Tickets are $12 and go 
on sale starting May 1st. 

IMuLx 1s 

Jackie is awesome as always ... like a 
cross between Charlie Chaplin and 

Bruce Lee! 

-Y s6 - 
-8 
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uite 915 NY, NY 10012) 
I talked to John Perez, the guitarist for SOLI- 

m E  AETURNUS the other day and he info* 
at he has started his own label called ESO- 

The debut release on his label is due out 
. It is an Epic Doom release by SORCER- 
t John compares to Epicus Doomicus 

cus era CANDLEMASS. I'll have more info 
the project as it becomes available. Until then 

can write to Esoteric at P.O. Box 121202, 

E noise are of course the highlight of  the release 
still ulentfil is the sick and twistkd humor of the 

stic moment or two. Sellout? No way! But 

mandatory prescription strength medication. 
definitely the best release by the band, wen 
their previous pinnacle, the Morbid Fforbt . 

and vericose sound. The bands lyrics are sad 

frantically burst through a song and other times 
slow it down to a midiipaced or, more often 
 no^ a slow weeping crunch. If you love Metal 
want an album that exudes class, then it is time 

their Greatest Hits Vol. 1 CD from 
Records, recently made available in the 
Vacum Records. This is a collection of 
7" records, demos and even some live 
CD contains over 6,000 songs broken 

into 13 segments (so as not to f h k  out your CD 
player). The finest moments on the disc are the live 
recordiings and the stuff from their split 7" with 
SEVEN MINUTES OF NAUSEA. The worst is 
definitely their 5,643 song T' which is 3 hours of 
music a d  into twelve minutes by playing six- 
teen songs consecutively the whole time. Pure fun 
and pure noise but completely dstenable. If you 
like A.C. then you have got to get this. If you hate 
A.C. get this anyway and play it real loud when 
AmWay salespeople come to the door. (U.S. 
Mailorder via Vacum PO Box 40959 San Fran, CA 
94140) 

Do you like to watch boxing? Well forget it, 
because the 13lEYEHATEGOD @it 7" is pretty 
much the same thing but much mon fun. Here we 
have the two reigning world heavyweights duking it 
out for the title. 13 may be slow on their feet but 
heir punches are devastating. If they connect with 
your chin you will be &m for the count... and more 
&an like$ in need of some bridgework. EYEHAT- 
EGOD move a bit faster on their k t  and their stvle ' 
is more reckless, but they don't hit as hard. f i a t  
doesn't mean you can step lightly into the ring with 
these Louisiana sluggers, because they fight dirty 
and are undefeated in title boughts. &get %reman, 
forget Ali, forget Tyson, and get your tickets to this 
extravagam. ($3 ppd to SlapiiAiiHam P.O. Box 
420843 San'Ran, CA 94142-0843) 

I have to admire JAG PANZER in spite of the 
fact I have never liked them. They are hard working 
and persistent which is worth a lot of points in my 
book. They have been playing their brand of Power 
Metal forever and have never gotten much recopni- 
tion. But here they are, still at it, with a new album 
Galled Dissident Alliance. If you like '80's Power 
Metal played simply and straight folward then check 
this album out. Maybe you will find something in it 
other than trite rehashes. I wish I did. pavement - 
Address elsewhere) 

I don't know much about SCRAWL but based 
on ,their phenomenal album Q, I plan on Iinding out 
more!! Imagine purely manic grind fused onto a 
framework of Jau, Ska, European Ethnic and Blues 
and you have an idea of what this band is all about. 
SCRAWL ignores all previous variations on the 
grindcore sound and go where none have ventured 
before. You have just got to hear the cmty a m -  
dionon this CD. Or how.about a Grind xylophone? 
Or their use of a standing bass? Is that an organ I 
hear w c h i n g  away with that piano? Trumpets? 
Unreal!! It is probably all done with a 9 t h  but who 
cares? You have got to heat this, because it is not 
just done for the sake of novelty. These songs arc 
painstakingly thought out and work like a cham! 
(Ecocentric via Vacum - Address ekewhere) 

CWPPLE BASTARDS have released a 7" 
called Fratmenti Di Vita that is a colledion of cov- 
ers. Th,ep have chosen tunes by some of their 
favorite defunct Italian Punk brothers and given 
them fresh life. Italy is home to some of the most 
incredible punk bands ever and I couldn't be happier 
to see the legacy kept alive. Ban* covered are 
WRETHCHED, NEGAZIONE, NABAT. 
UNDERAGE: INDIGESTI. BLUE VOtvfm, and 
IMPACT. Of course -LE BASTARDS do 
each and every song justice by pumping it full of 
their high octane KC. Absolutely raging!!! 
(Ecocentric Via Vacum - Address blsewhere- 
Original versions of many of these songs available 
6om BCT - addrew elsewhere) 

TIilaOLD JOE CLAW have 4!7"available 
on Raging woody Records, which is ectllally S l p  

A-Ham. A different moniker was in order +use 
this is diierent music than the label's norm. Very 
different. This is bluegrass influenced, hillbilly, junk. 
When I was 14 I was actually in a band that played 
music like this (don't laugh, every kid in UFh 
hapcbeen in a band like this). They kicked me out 
because I couldn't learn the banjo. This kind'gf 
music sucked then and it sucks now, but I $till'$linF 
you should buy this record because $ere are only 
500 of these made and the soon@  we,^ gs&w 
off the shelves the safer this world wl ,@ ($3 @I 
to SlapA-Ham - Address elsewhere) " ' 

BROKEN HOPE'S new album ~e~&t%# 
Conception is by far the best thing that rhey haw 
done. I realize that isn't saying much, but Imwt 
confess to liking this album. The band have gnWn 
musically and offer much more complexity pnd 
maturity than their previous subbonk, morn* 
delivery. Even the lyrics have improved &ifh.&re 
than rote gore and horror. This isn't to say thqt 
BROKEN HOPE are no longer sick and vile, they 
certainly q it just seems that now they t a b ?  a 
purpose and focus to their approach beyond men 
shock value. Bravo! On the strength of this re~$pseI 
have gone Erwn despising these gents to c o m # & g  
myself a fan. (Metal Blade 2345 Eninger Rd, Suite 
108 Simi Valley. CA 93065) 

How low can you go? New York's kings on 
subtexranean limbo havektuml with anothei&& 
inches of dementia That's rkht M O R T I W  an 
back. Their new EP is called Houss.&y The 
Cemetery and it shows the bahd mastering their bw 
tuned coup de grace. They have replaced thi'd late 
drummer with a machine and oddly enough it wodrs: 
Considering this 7" was recorded and mixed in pnly 
three hours, it is surpris'ing to note that the mlisic 
here is just a bit cleaner than previous work; 
Fortunately the better production doesnrkjob th@ 
band of any heaviness. In fact, the cleanef$bir;ld' 
actually adds to the effectiveness of the &liy&$ 
allowing the listener a closer examinatidn of the 
sledge hammer wielding beast that is a#a(:king t h q .  
If you don't have a record player anymore, get OF 
so YOU can get' this release. ( ~ e l a ~ s e  251 
Millersville, PA 17551) 

Hot on the heels of their amazing Waves 9 
Erotas EP, PYOCENESIS finally see the stateside 
release of their fmt full length album, Sweet X R d d  
Nothing. It is a bit of a disappomtmeht. The band 
experiments with a variety of appro-, wqch is 
admirable, but many of the tunes a q  hndenievkloped' 
and too simplistic to stand up against the c~ushingl?, 
heavy and ahnospheric numbers that are the bdd 
trademark. (Nuclear Blast il Same adchese as. 
Relapse) . , .I 

. _, .I . ;-!. 
THE SOAPBOX ,$ ?,.i , ..:;< 

I got some in-ting hate mail th$s'monih! Itf 
seems my bad review of a bands album hasptit th&' 
on the war path against me (they t h r e w  to I , , ,  
me). This is the second time that sometKylg lfke t@ 
has happened so I thought I would take a minute.jp, 
clarify something .... The opinions exwsed in'this 
column are mine and mine alone. They are pdt 
meant as gospel truth, merely as a pointpf r e f d i  
for my readers. If you don't agree '@ something 
(or anything) that I say, that is I%. You have es, 
huch right to your opinions as I do to mine. You 
could even start writing if you wanted. There id, 
nothing sacred or special about wliat.1 do. I never 
thought that I would have to actually explain this 'h ' 
pint but it is apparent that some people h e  @in&' 
the point. , - ? i ! d  ... 



ABRAHAM CLOUD 
Anotlzer Successful, 
Breakfast 
Stonegarden Records 

Do I really need to listen 
to another CD from one of 
these singer/songwriter 
guys? Has the resurgence of 
the religious right and the 
fanatical baggage those 
Nazi's carry with them 
inspired every "pinko faggot" 
in the country to pick up a 
guitar and set their-poems to 
music? As usual I lost the 
press release. It's in a pile 
somewhere with unsent 
Private Eye reader's polls, 
unread copies of the Grid and 
the Catalyst "how to wed- 
ding issue." You sit around 
listening to God knows how 
many stupid CDs every 
month and every now and 
then one of them sifts its way 
through the fog of lost brain 
cells or excess Pabst to grab 
your balls and squeeze. 

Abraham Cloud did just 
that. The cover depicts a child 
with a slingshot aiming at a 
pigeon. That's dinner, food 
stamps are a thing of the past, 
the food banks are without 
food and Leavitt and 
Coradinni are too busy woo- 
ing the Olympic Committee 
to worry about homeless, 
hungry families with chil- 
dren. On the back is Adrian 
pictured with a street musi- 
cian playing the accordion. 
Inside is the info on who 
helped him out with the CD. 
Cloud's poetry is right on Ihe 
mark. The lyrics aren't print- 
ed, but he sings them clearly 
and his stories of life in a 
society gone mad are easily 
understood. 

He's from LA. and if I 
were you I'd go find this CD. 
Ask the loser clerks at Media 
Play with their embarrassed 
red faces if they have it. They 

won't know what in the hell 
you are talking about so head 
down to Orem and ask the 
coolest record store guy in 
Utah if he has it. He won't. 
Check at Raunch, Gray 
Whale, Raspbeny and if p u  
can't find it order directly 
from Stonegarden Records at 
3101 Exposition Place, Los 
Angeles, CA 90018. 

. FOETUS 
Gash 
Columbia Refoids 

Here's one for all you 
NINnies. Without Jim 
Thirwell and Helios Creed 
there would be no Nine Inch 
Nails. Every record company 
that has ever released a 
Thirwell project hauled out 
the old tapes and mastered a 
digital reissue in preparation 
for this album. There are 
more Foetus related "prod- 
ucts" available in stores at 
present than there have been 
in years. 

I have little doubt that 
Thirwell will pay a visit to 
Salt Lake City soon because 
he is touring behind this new 
CD. Is it hard? Too hard for 
your husband NINnie. For 
help on this one Thirwell 
called up some friends. Todd 
Ashley or simply Todd A as 
he prefers to be known from . 
Cop Shoot Cop is present as 
well as Vinnie Signorelli from 
Unsane and Marcellus Hall 
from Railroad Jerk. Filling. 
out the guest list are Marc 
Ribot, Steve Bernstein and the 
Heresy Horns. 

When the "Hammer 
Falls" the "decadence" of the 
"newcomers" to the industri- 
al nation are the targets. Red 

I lipstick, white faces and black 
clothing will lie as rags and 
trash in front of a Times 
Square or Ely, Nevada 
parlor and the pink a n 4 ;  ' 
ple will be revealed for an to 

see. What the total noise and 
degeneration of the music is 
too much for you to deal 
with? There isn't a pretty lit- 
tle song with "bad" words to 
rebel against your parents 
with? 

Well gee whiz by golly. 
This CD is filled with far too 
much sarcasm for even 
Marilyn Manson to under- 
stand it all. Selected lyrics are 
quoted to close and for the 
total noise experience I guess 
you will need to use your 
allowance money. The 
parental advisory is missing, 
without it this CD won't sell 
squat. "Step outside god- 
boy/You think I'm unreli- 
able?/Well when you quote 
the bible/Is when I load my 
rifle." "It came down from 
the prophet/Derived from 
dime store books/By day I 
strangle chickens/Trapped in 
mY own bad 
looks ... Investigate your 
chimney/There's a 
Chernobyl rain/Apply the 
strongest sunblock/Itfs moth- 
er's day again." "Wait a 
minute - /There ain't no 
atheists in foxholes/You got 
to stand by the edge of the 
grave for most of your life/I 
said that/Me and my mental 
health don't agree most 
times/Why ask why?/I've 
dug a few graves in my 
time ... I'm feeling suicidal/ 
I'm feeling homicidal/I'm 
feeling suicidal/I'm feeling 
homicidal/I'M FEELING 
HOMICIDAL." Be sumnot to 
miss out on the "mutant jazz" 
as well. 

Crypt "lck" Sued O'nynt 

HENRY THREADGIU 
Carry The Day 
Columbia 

What is this Diesel? This 
is the second Sony CD I've 
written up this month. Like 
Our Lady Peace this one is an 
in-store play copy which was 
never broadcast. Little infor- 
mation is provided except the 
musicians and a sticker on 
the front cover proclaiming 
Henry Threadgill as 
"Composer of the Year," 
according to Downbeat read- 
ers. 

Bill Laswell produced 
and we all know what that 

means. The first song is inter- 
esting because as I write this 
up I have just returned from 
viewing Tish Hinojosa's 
Border Tour. (The Governor 
proclaimed Sunday Tish 
Hinojosa Border Tour Day 
and he doesn't show up to 
see the concert? The mayor 
didn't either? None of the 
Governors Advisory Council 
on Hispanic Affairs were 
there either? Why am I not 
surprised? Thank goodness 
this is SLUG!) 

The first song is titled 
"Come Carry The Day" and it 
takes a trip south of the bor- 
der - that would be New 
Mexico - for a Henry 
Threadgill interpretation of 
Tex-Mex. "Growing A Big 
Banana" i s  the Manhatten 
Transfer or the Nylons as true 
jazz musicians. As with any 
Laswell production the world 
elements are combined with 
discordance and a rhythm 
section of incomparable tal- 
ent. I think the vocalist is 
Sentienla Toy and there is a 
madman on guitar along with 
another crazed person or two 
on violin and accordion. 

Bring on the tubas and 
French horns for fhe next 
composition - "cool" jazz in a 
slightly mutated f'ashion. 
Threadgill swings the hell out 
of his saxophone, except the 
time signatures are slightly a- 
jar. Joshua Redman is the sax- 
man for "generation X"? 
Check out this cat. 

Cross the border once 
again for flamenco guitar, 
accordion, more beautiful 
singing and that inspired 
Threadgill/Laswell screwing 
with a familiar form of music. 
My isn't discordance and 
"mutant jazz" lovely when 
it's done correctly. Figure the 
nuances of "Hyla 
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li, my name is Chester. I'm was just a normal guy until Ng Records came into my 
ife. It all started when my friend Cliaz came over with some CD's he got fro111 mdlr  
hrder. He thought they were the greatest things since sliced bread. I said "gee &az: 
his mig\%:bbetoo loud for nic;.I'll stick with my Menudo Records:" Well, Chaz said, 
'su& yGurskirF, 1'; going home to rock old school wlth this: in ihe meavtin~e, you best 

watch your back." I lbi'ughed and then locked myself in the bathroom for a half hour 
.2J$&j% plgasasant thoughts. A few days later I started getting weird letters and mail 
bi.dfr cataloguks. I threw them away, not thinking of the future .... A few days later I 
heard a knock on the door, I answered and saw three guys in 
i n  hand. When I saw the lighters, I knew I should have listened to Chaz. 
have left is the piece of hair on my 11e;rld:geat story, huh. 

s~~&G&~;%, ,. k$@y$y~% ln ! .y - ~ ,~$$v$y !~ ,~ -<~~~  .'\ *B *&I "R ., , 
' l.-<q@&\ I*.It  1.:1.: x< i 3 1 , \ 1  1 . - 0 1 s  1>1*:1t 

3 ,+$w,* <' , \T , \ I .<  >< i .  \\'IS I'lT1*: 'I'iB: 
gZ&,$& N<; I t I . : < ' < > I t I ) S  

t i 2 2  I S I t O ~ \ I > \ V > \ \ .  - #-&IS 
NI*: \V \ - < > l t I < .  A'\-. 10012 
(21 2) .iO.i--54 I 4  

d e b u t  release from a 

up of w a y w a r d  g i r l s  c o m -  

Cho i rboys .  T l i e  A l t e r b o y s  nc ti1 

album in five years Tills is the fine print secrlon of the ad. In no 
f r o m  a qrlilltet o f  Taber l lac le body for nor lisreliilig to our CD's. I f  anyolie has been has been killed as a I 

of a g e  a n d  rockiligmlid. apply to non-~~sre~iers, they ~ i~ i l s r  ~pelsoliaily file suit 01 we CI 

P l io ids  are 100% cool. ollly s i n g  l i k e  birds, t h e y  ca l l  Please do liot fear Ng Records, althoitgli we talk very toegli, 
ftelis (011 acid). Bur to .ivold .ill rills worl y si~liply buy stuff f lo 

p l a y  i n ~ t r l l l l i e n t ~  too. 
i t  pe~ceful rock-solid life, ~f iior rlieli live 111 feal of bad, liasry things 

lplobably wli~le yo11 sleep, OK, Glvarlll 

ANNOUNCES THE 
ADDITION OF A 
NEW SERVICE 

BODY PIERCEh IN THE STATE 
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Crucifer ... Silence Of" out if 
you will. Find a rhythm pat- 

. terp to skank or snap to and 
. a& your tired little hip hop 

vocals to it. Here's the&xz 
-5. ; .'* "' 

M-ARCUS NOISE 
, From Blood To Bubblegum 

Angrg Seed 
Marcus Noise sent a per- 

sonalized letter addressed to 
yours truly and that's why 
I'm reviewing their CD. That 
and their  location in the 
space/time continuum. They 
are from Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. In case you're 
interested the addre.ss for 

-' MPLS, .MN 55408. The CD 
will probably cost between $8 

' h+cus.Noise is actually 
arelief from so much of what 
has passed for musicthe last 

:several months. They are a 
punk rock band and the 
reviews they sent include 
comparisons to Fugazi. At 
this point in .time I could use 
a return to Fugazi because 
I'm really tired of having to 
come u p  with verbiage to 
describe the same song 
'played yet again by yet 
another thrash/pop/punk 
band. Enough already! There 
must be an ulterior motive for 
the inclusion of noise in their 
name. They send out plenty 
of noise in places, they also 
do these odd little pieces that 
approach acoustic music 
between blasts of noise. The 
manner of singing is r emi~s -  
cent of The Fall or, God for- 
bid, the Crass. In fact Marcus 
Noise remind me quite a bit 
of the Crass. Who doesn't 
love the Crass in the '90s. If 
we have to recycle something 
how about the Crass. 

Things aren't all Crass 
and Fugazi. The CD was 
recorded in sessions at -four 

separate studios and ft  also 
includes material from the 
band's second demo. Joel Lee 
is a $sher on the drums and 
he adds to his live abibie8 
with drum and: percussion 
samples. His expeximentation 
comprises all of "Caffeine 
Baby." It's kind of a lo-fi 
world music instrumental. 
For once we have a band that 

-doesn't blame divorce for 
their fucked up lives. None of 
that "I'm so fucked u p  it's all 
your fault, I can't help it, no 
future 1984." They 
unashamedly rip off their 
parents, records when they 
reach "Divide." Hendrix 
m&b the Chambers Brothers 
or something similar. The 
best example of. how iqven- 
tive the members of Marcus 
Noise are corn& with "Black 
Fall." The song alternates 
between some of the loveliest 
pop music imaginable and 
pure shockingly loud punk 
rock. Shocking is the word 
because just 'as you think 
you've stumbled onto the Iat- 
est heirs to the REM throne 
they startle you to y m  sens- 
es. 

The entire project comes 
off sounding like a demo. I'll 
take th$-demo over an entire . 
stack of-rkycled '80s rubbish. . 

Wa 

HIGHLIGWS 
FROM THE 
LONESOME 
FUGITIVE 
The Merle Haggard 
Anthology 
Razor & Tk 

A 13aong sampler is all 
a loser SLUG hack rates in the 
way of Merle Haggard pro- 
motional product. This sam- 
pler is probably available in' 
the used shops around town 
for about a buck. Armed with 
a cold case of beer and this 

CV sampler head for home, 
pop a top and crank this baby 
up. This is country music for 
drinking. Hide all the fire- 
power in the hoqse, pour the 
Prozacs down t e drain and 
listen. !. 

I first encauitered Merle 
Haggard in a glue induced 
haze when I wandered into a 
frknd's living room to find 
hls mother and a coal miner 
fucking to the music on a 
bare mattress. A fifth of 
whiskey was half-empty 
beside them and the televi- ' 
s i ~ n  in the background of 
theit thrusting asses broad- 
cast silent images of t h e  
Vietnam War on the nightly 
news. 

Draft-dodging, bead- 
wearing, bell-bottomed and 
moccasin the words of "Okie 
From Muskogee" and 
"FighPng Side Of Me" had an 
immediate impact. Countless 
acid trips were !pent with the 
words, I heard about some 
squirley guy who don't 
believe in fighting," and that 
"we don't smoke marijuana 
in Muskogee." The rednecks 
took this music to heart and 
they would beat hippies near- 
ly to death at every opportu- 
nity. Little did they realize 
*hart the hippies listened to 
the exact same music while 
"taking their trips an L S D  
and 'letting their hair grow 
long a?d shaggy," or that 
Merle was popping Bennies, 
fucking like a rabbit and 
probably smoking marijuana 
too. 

If a redneck and a bar- 
maid could fuck drunk in 
time to. "tonight the bottle let 
me +down," then why 
couldn't I fuck their daughter 
on acid to the same tune. 
'Merle,Haggard was an ex-. 
con.-He'd had his problems 
with drugs which continued 
w e n  as  he sang about the 
evils of them. Free love was 
not the province of hippies 
only, this was the '60s and the 
rednecks took full advantage 
of free love as well. They just 

. don't admit it. 
This man and these 

songs resided next to Blue 
Cheer, Cream, Canned Heat 
and King Crimson on my 
shelves then; taday they take 

their place next to those along 
with Black Flag, The Clicle 
Jerks, The DKs, Sick Of It All, 
Helmet, All and Tulare Dust. 
Drink that beer and burn one 
while Merle Haggard takes 
you back to when men were 
men and hypocrites, women 

' were women without bras, a 
peace sign wasn't a fashion 
statement or a rappers signal 
and the way person dressed 
or wore their hair was a 
motive for murder. 

Bennie Owens 

MIGRAINE 
Little Luxury 
~lnmu. 

Miramar is a label 
known for releasing "new 
age" recordings, not rock. 
This release from Migraine 
can't be considered rock and 
it sure isn't new age. The 
band, is from Germany; 
Miramar claims that they've 
already conquered the 
European music under- 
ground. The meflbers come 
'from jazz, avante garde pop, 
rockabilly, punk and noise 
backgrounds. Since there are 
only three of them, they have 
each played more than one 
style. The instruments they 
play are bass, guitar and sax. 
That's it. We have now fully 
entered a new era of minimal- 
ist pop. The new Morphine 
CD, Yes, resides among the 
best releases of 1995. They 
expanded slightly on the two- 
string bass, drums and bari- 
tone sax format of their first 
release, .but remain in the 
forefront of the dreamy, nar- 
cotic, minimalist pop van- 
guard. The Tindersticks 
re1eased.one of the better CDs 
of '94 and while they aren't 
minimalist, I'd place their 
brand of pop music right 
alongside the likes of 
Morphine and Migraine. 

Yes, add Migraine to the 



list. '[he CD is long, over 18 
songs are present and it lasts 
for over 63 minutes. They risk 
being lumped in with the ' 

"lounge" set because while 
the CD plays I can imagine 
clinking glasses, idle chatter 
and a cigarette burning to 
ash. They could also fit into a 
jazz classification. The same 
scenario, clinking glasses, idle 
chatter and cigarette smoke 
surrounds the jazz club. In 
this setting the hooker would 
be at the bar, a reefer would 
dangle from Lars Precht's 
(double bass) mouth and Tim 
Leberecht (vocals/guitar) 
would exhibit the pinpoint 
pupils/slit eyes of a junkie. 
That's how "cool" this music 
is. Jakob Hesler's sax is an 
ever present £actor m the 
music. It is as if Tony Bennett 
or Frank Sinatra had hooked 
up  with Jan Garbarek or a 
stoned Sonny Rollins and 
then found an 'electrified, yet 
laid back, Bill Black, 
Leberecht has drawn compar- 
isons to Tom Waits although 
he is nowhere near as gravely 
and the songwriting has been 
compared to both Elvis 
Costello and John Cale. 

The album was recorded 
live, few overdubs are pre- 
sent, in the winter darkness 
of Bretagne. Audiophiles, jazz 
cats, lounge lizards, 
Swimpigs; those in search of 
minimalism or anyone look- 
ing for something different 
head for the stores that let 
you listen t6 anything. One 
listen should convince you, 
then sit back and see how 
"cool" Bryant Gumble, Fav 
Leno, I3a;id ~etterman; and 
Conan O'Brian truly are. If 
this band doesn't appear on 
at least one of their shows 
then I need to spend more 
sleepless nights/early morn- 
ings in front of the tube with 
Helen Wolf. 

MORNING GLORIES 

New York to find the 
Morning Glories. They had a 
single reviewed a couple of 
issues back. 'Tower" was the 

the song to their God damned along in the tried and true 
psychedelic shit. "Sweet Side grunge form while escaping 
Of Jesus" is the best song on the mosh pit and creating 
the CD. Do morning glory instead a mass of hair fling- 
seeds actually have psyche- ing both on and off the stage. 
delic properties? Eat a few Raine is in pain for "Under 
packets and sit down with Zenith," a ballad with him 
Fully Loaded. It worked for moaning and howling in full- - 
the Morning Glories, maybe voice grunge fashion. The full 
it will work for vou. CD lasts about an hour. The 

I hour is well spent. The cross 
between Led 

A-side and it is included on Zeppelin/Kiss/'80s punk 
the CD. They had me fooled and Seattle influences are all 
with the 45 because I thought in place. It's a major label 
they were a pop band, not a thing with a video to follow. 
psych one as their name sug- 
gests. "Fully Loaded" begins 
the album in a heavy fashion. 
That style continues they 
until they slow down slightly 
for "Elizabeth" and do a 
downright country ballad OUR LADY PEACE 
titled "Friendly Song." Naveed 'Tower" is guitar pop to help 

Relaivity 
save the "alternative" format There a press kit, 

from doom - this promo was sent for in- 
grungy pop. They live store play. Like most in-store 
up the name with play CDs it ended up in man- ''" psychedelic agement hands. The cover THE APPLES INSTEREO 
country rock' The Morning gives not a clue to the music &n Ttjc& Nojsemakw Glories are having some diffi- mntained on the disc. An old spEnART h d s  culties deciding whether they man is pictured with birds - The minute the radio 
want to be a hard rock perched on his body. Inside is announcer began his spiel I 
a psych band Or I9Os country a birds nest and another realized that The Apples in 
rockers. photo of the man, the birds stereo belonged in a Notes 

"F1uorescence" finds and the band are in the back From A Garage Pile pie& not 
them tripping some ground. The first song is 'The a regular review. It takes only 
S1ow-grinding with plenty of Birdman." From the lyrics I'd seconds to pick these retro 
feedback and lyrics that say this birdthan guy get garage guys out from the 
won't make much sense inside Our Lady Peace's stacks. Their garage is on a 
unless you are as "baked" as minds. pleasant, tree-lined street 
them. "Tire From Serenade" The group appears to be with a plenty of folk rockers 
is more guitar pop that ' from Canada, the music is in the neighborhood. 
verges on thrash. Of course' of thi? Seattle sound. rll Peter and Gordon, The 
tempo changes are mandab- reveal myself as a true poseur Left Banke, Chad and Jeremy 
ry as as a little psych and say that I like and a CD reissue of folk psy- 
break in the What Soundgarden, Mudhoney, chedelia are in their blood. 

can they do except enter Alice In Chains, and Nirvana. Robert Schneider plays a 
the Of utter darkness 1-also like the Supersuckers Moog, they have a girl singer 
and "Jazz"? They are and Love Battery. What a in the presence of Hilarie 
obsessed with Jesus for some poseur, I can hardly stand Sidney who also drums and 

A lyric sheet myself. I likeQur Lady Peace the lo-fi thing is also present 
determine what the too. Raiue is the vocalist with in abundance. It appears that 

Obsession is because one name. He has all the they are from Denver so we 
Jesus is present in at  least trademarks in place. I don't might have the pleasure of 
t h m  of the 11 songs. know if he's copying some- their presence in the Cinema 

The Of "Penny one and I don't care. His Bar in the near future. I'm 
Souvenir" is the processed vocals are good enough to lis- hoping the effects of those 

They 'lose with ten to more than once. The morning glory seed packets 
another country and grunge band backing him is you ingested haven't worn 
another Jesus The comprised of Chriss, bass; off because this is music for 
amazing thing about the Jeremy, drums and Mike, gui- coming down to. Pretty and 
Morning Glories is their abili- tar. peaceful with those weird lit- 
ty to pen the loveliest Along with "The tle moog sounds and bells or 

and sud- Birdman" are songs like tambourines going off at odd 
denly right in the Of "Julia" which percolates right moments the tracers are slow- 
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ing, the walls have stopped 
breathing and the notes aren't 
coming out of the speakers 
quite as rapidly. 

La, la, la, la, la, the Moog 
kicks in, the harmonies are 
incomparable and the music 
is far too pretty. Breaking in 
to interrupt the mellowing 
out period is the radio 
announcer informing every- 
one listening that this is a 
stereo dcast from outer space 
and The Apples in stereo 
leave the folk behind to 
remind you that the trip is 
not over quite yet. What I 
want,to know after listening 
to this CD is where they find 
drugs of this high quality in 
the '90s and how come no 
one in Salt Lake City has dis- 
covered this weird little niche 
of lo-fi-folk-psych yet. 
Interesting to say the least. 
The cover folds out into a col- 
orful poster that is suitable 

THE TWIST OEFS 
Live In Ohio 
Red Star Records 

As is typical with GLUG 
we are a day late and a aollar 
short. The Twist Offs have 
been to town at least twice in 
the last year. The CD and a 
press kit, containing a write- 
u p  by the Event's Amy 
Maestus finally filtered its 
way down to the bottom of 
the food chain and into the 
SLUG offices. 

I was in Burt's the other 
day and they were playing a 
CD of old Trojan ska music. 
Compare the music Trojan 
released way back when with 
what is termed ska music 
today and you will find scant 
similarities. The Twist Offs 
are similar. They have the full 
horn section, but they don't 
play at headache inducing 
volume, The singer, Erik 
Walters,' can actually sing. 

The band realizes that the 
faster you play does not nec- 
essarily make for the best 
dancing music. If I'm not seri- 
ously mistaken ska masic 
began as a combination of 
calypso and American soul. 
Calypso has mutated into 
soca, soul is now rap and ska 
is nothing but thrash with 
horns. 

The Twist Offs keep the 
tempos mid, soul has a place 
and the guitars and bass 
aren't overpowered by the 
brass. As enjoyable a disc as 
1;ve heard in many a year in 
this genre. It had me thinking 
of Bob Marley's very early 
recordings and worn-out ska 
reissue records. Sorry I've 
missed both of their live 
dates, but my last few trips to 
the clubs have resulted in 
overindulgence and alterca- 
tions with bullies. My hands 
are too crippled to fight any- 
more and I can't afford to lose 
the few bnin cells I have left. 
Good band, I'm sure they put 
on quite a show. . 

MISERY LOVES 
COMPANY28 
Misery Loves Company 
Earache Records 

Very Crushing! I've just 
finished listening to Misery 
Loves Co.'s latest release for, 
oh, about the tenth time. This 
CD is so damn good I can't 
believe it. Misery Loves Co. is 
made up of two tech. heads- 
Patrick Wirgn (vocals and 
guitar), and, grjan Ornkloo 
(progra@mi$ ,&ad guitar). 
The two hill%b Pudio in 
Sweden, ak&?r&on a com- 
pilation, afid iecBived praise 
from.the Swedish market. In 
1994, the band Was noticed, 
and picked'up by Earache 
Records. Mi* Loves Co. is 
a cross between.industria1 
and thrash. Kind of industrial ' 
with real backbone. Where 
did these guys come from? 
Well, I know they're from 
Sweden, but where were they 
when I was listening to all of 
the crappy in$,ustrial music 
that I was e x p ~ i a  to? The 
productioa OF kbjs CD is 
great. Good highs and gpod 
thundering low& I was forcd 
to listen 'to this one 

loud ... really loud. Song struc- 
ture is evident as well. No , 

lapsing into a coma induced 
by the boredom of never end- 
ing repetition. What a 
refreshing change. The 
singing goes from clean to 
vocals~through-a-meaf-  
grinder rough. Very intense. I 
suggest you get this one. I'm 
sure you'll like it. Consider 
Misery Loves Company as 
my pick for the month. 

- Forgach 

MONSTER 
MAGNET 
Dopes To lnfirtity 
ABM Records 

Dopes To Infinity by 
Monster Magnet is the best 
CD I've ever picked up so far, 
in 1995. Total 70's style drug 
music for the 90's. I can't stop 
dancing in my living room 
and playing air guitar to this 
If Stereo X was still alround, 
(not to be confused with the 
ever so popular X-96), they 
would be playing this mutha 
straight through every night 
to lull you intp a different 
dimension., Monster Magnet 
sings about spaceships, plan- 
ets, prayers, threats, and 
Christmas. Very heavy 
groove with long, wailing 
guitar solos that feel like they 
are coming to a conclusion, 
but circle around to find the 
chorus, again. Not only will 
you be the coolest perwn on 
your block, but you'll like the 
CD so much that you will 
love me for the advice. 

-RDJ 

SKELETAL EARTH 
De-Evolution 
Desperate Attempt 

Oh yes, another brutal 
bit of grindcore to bruise this 
planet we know of as earth. 
Or maybe that's Skeletal 
Earth. Leaving anyone that 
listens to Skeletal Earth's sec- 
ond release 'De-Evolution' a 
mere pile of bones. I've heard 
the Carcass comparisons, 
maybe some of the lyrics will 
back this up. The tracks are 
laden with undiscernable 
lyrics dealing wjth cannibal- 
ism, death, and how badly 
we're lucking up our planet. 
Musically, if I must make a 

comparison, and I will, they 
remind me of a cross between 
Morbid Angel - and 
Entombed. A real strong 
point of this release is the 
many surprises encompassed 
in the 19 tracks on the CD. At 
times I've felt grindcore was 
getting a little stale, but this 
disc challenges that attitude. 
Each song is a little different 
from the last, which keeps it 
interesting the whole way 
through. The fact that there's 
19 songs also keeps it inter- 
esting, and the songs are 
short, which is gdod for those 
of us with attention spans of 
first graders. Make sure all of 
you Kiss fans check out track 
14. Skeletal does a cover of 
'Calling Dr. Love'. Sick, very 
sick! 

- Forgach 
FLOP 
World of Today 
Frontier Records 

The opening song on 
World of Today is Act 1- 
Scene 1. It reminds me of the 
Sex Pistols, circa 1967. I like 
this song a lot . Great lyrics, 
too; Don't trust me 'cause I'm a 
hired man/ 1'11 take nll your 
money away/ and suck out life 
like a vitanlin/ perpetuate pure 
disease/ you better say please. 
The rest of the CD is original 
with intellengent lyrics. It's 
raw, catchy and fun to listen 
to with a hint of danger. 
Noisy guitars, hard-hitting 
drums and horns!!! If your 
parents are in your room yap- 
ping your ear off, turn,on 
Two Maitians Working, at 
full throttle. It will drive them 
out faster than one of your 
smelly farts. Flop is on one of 
the. original indie labels, 
Frontier Records. World of 
Today is for the youth of 
today. Try it, you'll like it. 

-RDJ 
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CRAVIN' MELON JULIANNA a tour all  by themselves, no hearing more from Spine 
Where I Wanna Be HATFIELD roadie, no tour manager, just Wrench in the future. 

the four of them in a bus. The - Forgach 
Seedless Recurds Only Everything 

No matter your opinion MammothlAtlvltif 
singer ought  to  spend his 

of the musical offerings of time humming as he drives, GIFT I was first in t roducdto  
C, - - h  Test Dummies, you ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ f i ~ l d t ~  music 

he might  pick u p  some Multum 1. Pam0 
have to admire the name: it about a year and a half ago, 

singing abilities. Tim Kerr Records 

easily ranks a s  one of the This is the kind of album that When I was 14, I bought through a video her song has fifteen versions of the a record called ~ i t ~ h  for 75 worst band names in music 
N F ~ ~  ~h~ ~ i ~ d ~ w .  I found the 

today. The folks at  Cravin' song on juliannals second 
same son& so eventually find cents at the D.I. It came with 

Melon are doing their damn- album ~gecome w h a t  you 
the one you like best (proba- a fold out poster of Betsy, the 

dest place themselves On Are'. I was instantly in love 
bly the one you heard on the lead singer, all dressed in 
radio that got you to buy the leather and looking ready to that list. must say at the Out- with her voice, songwriting dbum) then you only put set that I'm the kind of red- and attitude. I followed up by dominate. She was wearing 
on the album when You want some sort of transparent top, neck that's just checking out her live show in to hear that song. My best which is of course the reason enough to judge a band Baltimore. It's not often I is that the big winner I bought the album, But at on their name and then toss stray from my extehsive 

the CD forcefully towards the gfindcore/death/thrash CD 
would be "Disconnected", a some point I actually took the 

nearest exit, but I f i d  myself collection, but I will for music 
'bonus track' that predates record out of the sleeve and 

humming the first single off that really # o n l y  the album by  six Years or put it on, and was introduced 
this album all the time, so ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h i ~ ~ l  is julianna something. There's a little to goth metal. Gift has more 
that must mean something. intro to the song that's pre- of  an industrial plodding 

Hatfield's second On tensious as hell in which the sound than  it,--,, but never- 
"Sweet Tea" Mammoth/Atlantic records. 

and I'm sure that if it's not 
~~l~ a progression of her style band is heard arguing with theless it reminds me of goo1 

the producer and saying that old Betsy. I never much liked 
playing On the radio yet, it'11 which reminds me of why I there,S no 

way Betsy's voice, and she certain- probably get there. Itgs got a liked her music from the f i t  ,,DisconnectedY is going on ly had no musical ability, but great little guitar lick that time I listened to The CD the album because it repre- I loved her attitude. I'm sure repeats through the song that begins with owhat a o if^^. sents their old stuff, and their that nowadays she's head 
wonder why This kicks' Itts fans are entitled to their new of a swinger,s don't hear things like it more about as catchy as they get, 

often. The first song stuff, and some other stupid lodge in Vegas somewhere, and just brings Out the best of bullshit. Anyway it's their swapping stories and lovers ("Pretend") sounds like a her unique style, "Universal 
poor man's Black Crowes, so Heart-Beat" is the first single best song, so  it's sad they with the members of GIFT, 
at first I thought that's what off the CD. ~f you heard it on 

haven't come UP with any- Jerry A. and May May Del 
thing better in six years and castm. I'd be listening but the rest the radio when it first came have to include old singles on of the  album has it's own My favorite song is Little 

sound. It's country rock and Out# a good chance I their major label release. On ~~~~~~~d Puppet, parts one 
was I and the scale of Atari 2600 to through three- not because designed for requested the song at  least Pentium 100, I give it a it's any good, because it's not, 

listening. twice a d a y  for a week. Commadore64. 
There's nothing to0 hard, According to the fine people bu t  because they have the 

except the face of at Atlantic records, Julianna 
-Kmin pretention to have three parts 

Jimbo should be  gracing the to a song as if they have some 
(guitar/vocals) on the band Wasatch Front with her pres- SPINE WRENCH early Genesis concept to 
photo. He looks like he just ence sometime in June. 1'11 Soulscape what they're doing. The song 
finished up  beating his wife. keep you posted. until then, Desperate Attempt starts off the album, and after 

From the press kit: grt her new CD, .only The band Spine Wrench one verse, it fades out, only to 
"Musically CRAVIN' Everything.. and like i t ,  is a journey into technical fade back in through part 
MELON has been compared D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  madness. "Soulscape", their two. ans then again as  part 
to  a countryfied Toad The -Fowch three song EP, is just a taste three at the end of the album 
Wet Sprocket and a cool of their specially crafted luna- (go figure). It's really terrible. 
rockin' Big Head Todd and FACE TO FACE cy. I don't have any  back- And by God I love it. 
the Monsters." I can't really ground on the band, other When I was seventeen I 
d o  better than that, and the Choice than they're from the U.K. went to a party i n  a trailer 
publicist even managed to get and appear  on  Desperate park, full of high school 
in  some alliteration The Big Choice CD looks Attempt records. Spine dropouts drinking from the 
(cravin1/rockin'). If you've 

like a quarter' I'm just warn- Wrench, an industrial/metal gallon size Smirnoff bottles, 
been lookin' for a countryfied ing You to be Or you band, is dark and brooding. and I sat on this bombed out 
Toad The wet  Sprocket, then 

might stick it in your pock* A frenzy of  guitars, d rum old couch while the girl who 
you've got your own prob- and mistake it for a " programming, and vocals, lived there had noisy sex with 
lems- but I can at least verify Anthonyp and then you'll be attack your ears from every some guy she'd met in her 
that Cravin'  Melon does a 

Out fifteen bucks when you possible angle. There is an mother's room. I sat there 
good job of making some 

get four plays with it On an abundance of effects used in with the sudden feeling that I 
easy listening songs for those eighties pinball the production of this CD, was waiting for my turn, and machine. 
mellower times. which only adds to the hyste- then I realized that a couple 

-Kevin The bio to this band likes ria. The lyrics seem as though other guys sitting with me 
a lot about the punk they are  straight out  of  a were doing just that, I got on 

attitude of Face To Face' They nightmare. I look forward to my dirtbike and pedalled 
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home. This album is the 
soundtrack to that memo- 

P.S. The title means 
'great things come in small 
packages'. So What. 

-Kevin 

TILT ' 

Ti1 I t  Kills 
Rt W d  Chords 

I have to start off by 
admitting Tilt isn't my 
usual fare. I've never been #h a big fan of the hardcore 
scene, but I did like this 

r CD. "Ti1 It Kills", released 
a on Fat Wreck Chords, is 

Tilt's second recorded 
effort. Their first release, 
"Play Cell" was on the 
Jabel Lookout Records. The 
CD starts off with a catchy, 
very pop-sounding num- 
ber. Other songs will be - more appreciated by hard- 
core fans. Overall, the 
album comes across as a 
blend of both hardcore and 
pop/alternative influences. 
I wou1dn"t be surprised to 

Block is a female. Not 
unheard of in hardcore, 
just different. Cinder 

Kills" more accessible to 
people not familiar with 
hardcore music. This 
recording is definetly cen- 
tereaaround the vocals. 

hardly any intro to any of 
the songs, as the vocals 
kick off right from the start, 
and Ms. Block rarely takes 
a breather. If you're look- 
ing for something different, 
check this one out. This CD 
combines various elements 
that just may show where 
hardcore is headed. Maybe 

ELASTICA 
Elastica 
GeffenRX;C 

Is it me, or is there a 
place other than Seattle, that 
can produce great bands? 
While not every band from 
the northwest is good, th 
enew Wave of British bands 
have been talented, one 
after the other, like The 
Stone Roses, Oasis, 
Portishead and Elastica. 

Elastica is an excep- 
tional band. Justine 
Frisdunann, the lead singer, 
is the ex-girlfriend of 
Suede's Brett Anderson, 
and is presently seeing 
Blds  Damon Albarn. This 
must have some influence 
on the band, since the 
drummer, Justin Welch, 
was in Suede for a total of 
three days. In fact, Marc 
Waterman, Elastica's pro- 
ducer, compared them to 
Oasis, Blur, and the Beatles. 
Although the track "Indian 
Song" sounds like an obvi- 
ous Beatles rip-off, the rest 
of the album reminds me of 
the punk music.1 used to lis- 
ten to while I was skating 
the local. halfpipe. For the 
most part, the songs are 
fast, lasting 2-4 minutes, 
with a loud guitar sound. 
"S.O.F.T." and "21", on the 
other hand are a little slow- 
er and seem more 
pop/rock oriented. 
"Connection" and "Stutter" 
are good choices for singles 
because of their irnique 
sound. Another good song 
on the CD is 'Wmg-up" 
even though it is the song 
that took them to murt with 
the band 'The Stranglers' 
publishing company 
because of the similiar 
sound it has to the song 
"No More Heroes". It isn't 
surprising stnce 
Fiisdunann says, '1 beleive 
that stealing from other 
people's music is a good 
way( to write a song", but 
who gives a shit where she 
gets her ideas from, as long 
as Frixhmann and the rest 
of Elastica keeps releasing 
albums like this one, I'll 
always be buying! 

-Josh A. 
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An Interview wilth . 

by Capt. Amaim 
&of0 stew Mid& 

Suddenly there I was, on the phone with Cdspin Glover. In 
true SLUG fashion I had prepared nothing in advance'for the interview 
(as you will see). I hadn't even asked SLUC if they wanted $n @interview 
with the guy, I just ran across his home phone number aakS fi&pd Pd 
give him a call. After all, he's coming here on the 12th. fh fiwumi~g 
you know who he is: he's the g ~ ~ y  who tried to kick IkW+man in the 
face. He's the guy who Playboy says has a gynecological~xqm'We in 
his house somewhere. He's rumored to have a jar of eyeU!s above the 
fireplace. Almost every character he has played has something teniBIy, 
terribly wrong with him O and the rest just have wmething mbderately 
wrong. 

My favorite Glover films: 
The Orkley Kid: he plays Lany Huff, a young Idahoan who 

tries to gain acceptance for his transvestism by attracting a reporter from 
PM magazine to attend a talent show he organizes. He sings an Olivia 
Newton John song and the whale town shuns him. - 

Rivecs Edge: a performance that's equal parts speed and LSD, 
Glover plays the totally insane Layne, a guy who just wants to take am 
of his friends. This is my personal favorite of his performances: he's got 
tons of bad lines, and he delivers them all with absolute crack pipe com- 
mitment. "Look dude I saw it right there in front of ?np! I poked at it 
with a stick!" 

Friday the 13th Part 4: Obviously one of his eBrlier films, he 

plays Jim, the Dead Fuck. He has perfect Farrah Fawcett hair and for 
some reason almpst as much makeup as he did in The Orkley Kid. His 
only film in which he gets a corkscrew in the hand and a machete in the 
face. Alsa, the only one I've seen in which he's atop a naked woman. 
Pay close attention to the fact that in the skinny dipping scene, he's the 
only one who bares no flesh. 

You can't forget him as the cockroach-in-the-underwear guy in 
WiId at Heart, or his perfectly sexless Warhol in the Doors. Look for him 
as Sean Penn's thieving buddy in At Close Ralige (Like Father Like Sun 
Like Hell), and apparently he was in My Tutor, which I saw last as a fif- 
teen year old on late night Showtime, and I wasn't watching it for 
Crispin Glover. And then there's Rubin & Ed. Hailed by many as the 
worst film ever made, he plays a guy who treks into the desert to bury 
his cat. While Maximum Overdrive still holds court on my worst film 
throne, I have to admit that Rubin & Ed weren't too good. Nevertheless, 
it's got a hell of a following here in Salt City. 

' So he's coming here, to do The Big Slide Show. On May 12th 
he'll be at the Tower Theatre, doing god knows what an. It's going to 
involve reading from his books, slides from his books, selling his books, 
and I imagine a lot of hero worship from Patchouli clad Twin Pea+ 
fans. It's your chance to meet the man, folks. See if you can top the gen- 
tleman who introduced himself t~ 
John Wmrs with, 1 love you more than my big hairy asshole!" when 
Waters was at the Tower. Show him what you keep in "your" under- 
wear. Ask him in person about kicking Letterman. I certainly took no 
risks Cvhen I called Iiim. I leave that to you. I've got to get along with the 
guy when he gets here, 
SLUG: I'd like to talk a little about tke artistic side of things you're - 
doing, nonhovies. 
Glover. That's fine. , 
SLUG: You're involved in poetry, sculpture, painting. 
Glover: Yeah, I never call the books poetry, though, I d9nEt like the 
sound of that. I ,call them short stories. I take old books from the 1800's 
and rework them and turn them into their own books. I've got about 
eight of them in the show, and there are slides that have been taken of 
the books and then I narrate thebooks through the show. They're heavi- 
ly illustrated books. 
SLUG: niustrslted by yourselfl 
Glover: Right. There's a lot of photographs that have been reworked 
and thae'salso @ that has be& wwo&d. Theds a lot of rework4 
images or images that have befm used in such a way that they have a 
different meaning than they ori@lly held., 
SLUC: What is "reworking" them? 
Glover: I saw somebody that had taken an d d  book from the 1800's and 
put ark'in;jt and I thought that was an interesting i* E thought it 
looked neafand then I set out to do the same thing - I got an dld binding 
and inetead of putting art in it, but I'd always written and.stuff as well, 
but I liked the look of the words within the art, and words started to 
naturally turn into a kind of story so I let the stories flow and then I fin- 
$shed the b%k and I got addicted C i t N  I kept doing more of them. 
SLUG AT particular subject material? 
Glovex &t I had just kind of general images but one of the books that 
Pve pub~lished is Galled "Rat Catching." And I started collecting books 

'that I knew I could utilize4mages from: Taxidermy books, Animal 
Husbandry books, &...one called Fur. So certain things I'll have found 
images erst and thendpat those into the books. 
SLUG: Nowthe one pieceof work that I remember seeing involved a 
'Ibotsie R9U and 9 hand? 
Glover: Oh, that's somdhiqg completely different. That's a single image 
for a film that it a feature length film that I am invalved in getting stuff 
together with. 
SLUG: Have you gotten into music? 
Clover: We&.l.kad a record come out a number of years ago called 
'The Big koblqb Qoes Not Equal the Solution, The Solution Equals Let 
It Ee," and I shedd have another record corning out this year, maybe 
hmt year d e d  "The Big Love Album." 
SLUG: Spoken word? 



!T: No, 'The Big Love Albwn" is mostly songs. The first one was , 

~ced by Barnes & Barnes. 
k The Fish Heads? 
e Yeah, exactly. And this one wasjust produced by myself 
me of those two fellows. 
::Just Barnes. 

That is comet. On the first one I didn't wEfe any of the music. 
is second one I have done some of the music, the soufld*of it is 
iifkrent from the first one. I'm also directing a short movie which 
ritten and it's all with Down's Syndrome people. SLUG: The sub. 
k t k r ?  
c Well, it's not really the subject matter (B thecast will 
people with Down's Syndrome. . 
: How dp you survive in Hollywood? 
r: It's a careful balance sometimes. I need to work to make money 
's difficult sometimes. I live wetl, though. I don't have a bad 
le. I have so many various projects it's like I wish I had more of 
F to do them with. I want to publish another book this year called 
:It Is And How It's Done" and I've not had the time to. 
,: I assume you're sick to death of talking about Rubin &Ed. 
r: I'm not. 
; It's a pretty big hit out here. 
sr Yeah, it's interesting - I was in the Northwest recently and I 
that it's not just in Salt Lake. Rubin & Ed apparently rents higher 
ny of the other films I've been in, and it's one of the top rantals at 
t they have in the stores up there. 
: Is it one of your favorites? 
r: Well, I'm glad that we did that film. There are things about it 
are good for me, that it ... there's this Rubin Farr being that it's 

f is a recurrent thing that I have in a lot of my projects, so it's nice 
e that movie out there. 

I donat know what it means, either. You can ask him. 
1 
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